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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The church· of Jesus Christ is not a voluntary organization which a 
man may 11join° or ignore as he wishes. She is the body of . Christ to 
which God acids (TtpoOe:"tt8e: I., Acts 2:47) according to His own good pleas-
ure (e;uooxio:. 't'OU 6e:AT)µCt.'t0~ O.\J"tOU, Eph. l: 5) and grace <xo:p 1.tt 
, , ) 
e:cne: oe:oo;oµe:vo 1., Eph.· 2:5 • As is clearly shovm in the New· 
Testament, the Lord does this through His church, so that the church must 
determine who is acceptable as a member of the body and from whom the 
body must be purged ~1 Cor. 5:7; see also the letters to the churches of 
Asia, Rev. 2»3). What the church must require by ~ay of profession and 
life of those whom she receives as members, and what she must require them 
to abstain from is, and always will be, a matter on which there is sincere 
difference of opi nion. 
Scripture is inspired salvation-history, God's own account of how He 
is creating a people for Himself and wha t He would have them to be aud to 
do. That history speaks just: as authoritatively as do the speci'fic wrhus-
says-the-Lordvs" t:o the church concerning her life today. It: is with this 
conviction that I have chosen to examine the account of the church's first 
attempt at a solution to this very important question; for in the way she 
came to decision and then used it, as well as in the actual wording of 
the decision, we shall find its meaning and signifi.cance. R. B. Rackham 
describes the contemporary significa..~ce of the Jerusalem Council: 
It was the temporary form of a problem which m~ will a.lways have 
to face in this world. While he is in the body he cannot live · 
2 
without some law nor can he worship without some form; as long as 
the church is in the world, spirit and matter, law and gospel, are 
inextricably bound together and cannot be divorced •••• The 
problem present to the church at all times is to find the practical 
balance between the two principles of liberty and obedience, and 
the two conflicting claims of the inward and the outward.l 
\fo shall first examine the fifteenth chapter of the Acts of the 
Apostles to discover the chu:.ch's awareness of her essential nature and 
the imperatives she must place upon her membe:.s as well as the limita-
tions on her power to demand. 2 Then we shall examine the way the church 
used the decision reached in the CoW'\cil so that we may unde:.stand what 
it meant. Inasmuch as the church's reasoning .and action show that she 
saw herself to be the New Israel of God, the new covenant people, the 
realization of the promised kingdom of David, we shall examine exten-
sively the covenant concept in the Old Testament. Considerable space 
will be given to show that the original relationship established by God 
with man in Eden was a covenant relationship, and that all that follows 
is developed from it. Only if the covenant made with Abraham is a step 
in the reestablishment of that original relationship does Christ become 
necessary to the fulfillment of the covenant with Abraham. 3 And only 
l~ichard Belward Rackham, The£:_~ .2.f. th~ Apostles:!!!}. Exuosition 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1965), p. 241. 
2Adolf Schlatter says that the Council resulted "in agreement 
about the demands which the Ch.urch must make on all her m:ambers and 
the observances to be required of every convert:. 11 ThJ:. Church i!l ~ 
New Testament Period, translated by Paul P. Levertoff (London: 
S:--P:--c. K., 19ssf:'"""p. 130. 
3Because this is so, Dr. Roehrs' summary malces good sense: 11But 
it is clear that what sinful man could not do, God would do Himself in 
tho \foman is Seed, in the Seed of Abraham, in the Messiah, in the Han 
of Sorrows, upon whom was 'the chastisement that made us whole.' 
(Isa. 53: S)." \~alter R. Roehrs, "Covenant and Justification in the 
Old Testa..-nent," Concordia Theological Monthly, ·XXXV (Oct. 1964), 589. 
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then can the covenant features of Israel's life nave significa ~ce for 
the people cf God under the New Covenant. It will be our purpose to 
shew to whllt ex~ent t:he covenant shaped the life of Israel/~ and to 
what e;,;t:cnt: the life of Israel becama a patt:el"n for the life of the 
church. The length of the last section has been influenced by the fact 
that soma cf these elements of the covenant are lacking in sou.a excel-
C". 
lent stud~cs,J a.~d the significance of the coven~nt concept to tne 
understanding of the natul"e a.~d action of the church has b~ea somewhat 
neglec-::ed. 
t~Dr. Roehrs:, p. 586, says t:.11at: Israel "had no history apart from 
this relationship (cove..'1.ant). 11 
SThe followlng studies of the covena.,t begin ·with Abrahcm a. . d 
either ignore Ol" deny a covene.nt: relationship in Ede~: D. Douglas 
Banne:cmar.:i ,!h~ g ..!'J..1:tu:..~~ D~<:. 21=.. ~ ~sh (Grand Repi ds: '\·!m. E. 
Eerdrr.a.~s Publishing Company, 1955 re~ri nt:), chap. 2. Roderick Campbell, 
I sr.:-.::::1 and the ii'.ew Covenant ( Phil.idelphi.o.: Presbyterian a.-..c1 Refo;:-med 
p·~n--;-h~g Cornpar7y°~ -i954Y:-chap. 3, especially notes 1 a.'1.d 3. G. Quell·, 
11 f::.. t.a.8~XT) h. t:he Old TestamGn.:, 0 i n 1'..!l~:2..,,l~ ~:Y.. £l Ell2. ~ 
Tesl:;:- ,,ent:11 ec:itccl by G. Kitte l, trar.slatecl by G. W. Bro:.uiley (Grand 1i:;'pT~r~n. B. Eerw.ans Publishing Company, 1964), II:i 106-12.!>. E. F. 
Kevan, ul"he Covena.."lt:s and the Interpretation of the Ol d testament, 11 
C:va.-,,geHca l Ov.aTterlv, XXVI. l (January 1954), 19-28. 
CHAPTER II 
THE NATURE OF THE CHURCH DETC:RMINES 
THE BASIS OF HER FELLOHSHIP 
Problem: The Essentials for Fellowship in the Church (Acts 15:1-5) 
The Situation in Antioch (Acts 15:l) 
Paul and Barnabas, returning from their mission in Cyprus and South 
Ga l a tia, reported "all that God had done with them, and how he had 
opened a door of faith to the Gentiles" (Acts 14:27). As earlier 
Jerusa l em (Act:s 11:18), so now AI'.tioch rejoiced that God had gra.'1.t:ed to 
the Gentiles r epenta.'1.ce unto life. In this largely Gentile congrega-
tion Jew and Gentile ate together and brolce the brec.d of the sacrameri.t 
toge ther. Peter came f r om Jerusalem and joined in this fellowship with 
no problem of conscien ce (Gal. 2:12). 1 
However, the principle of separation was clearly drawn in the Old 
Testament and too fundamental to the religious life of the pious Jew 
f or it to be set aside at once. There was no doubt of the conversion 
of the Gentiles a..'1.d their reception of -the gi ft of t:he Holy Spirit:. 
But, ha d not God placed the law as a wall of separation between Je'v7 
and Genti le (Eph. 2:14)? Did it not shut them up to their God as a 
spe cia l possession? Was it: not a prptection from heathen influences 
lnav i d Smith, 'rh~ .hi~ and Lctt~U of .§._!=_. ~ (New Yor k: George 
H. Dor an Co., n.d.), p. 75. F. F. Bruce, Tbe ~ of !h2 A~ostl e s, 
The Greek Text wi th I nt r oduction and Corr~11entary (London: l'he Tyndale 
~s-;;-i.952)-;-p:-ie·a~ -
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that would defile their covenant relation with God and make the covenant 
unholy? Was not circumcision tho essential mark of God's cove~ant, the 
sign of sonship and synonymous with the covenant itself (Gen. 17:9,10)? 
Peter's vision preceding his visit to Caesarea and the comin~ of 
the Spirit on Cornelius and his household made it clear that God had 
accepted these Gentiles into His people through faith in Christ. The 
Church at Jerusalem, on hearing Peter;s report, made no suggestion that 
Cornelius should receive ·circumcision and observe the Mosaic customs 
(Acts 11:1-18). Though there were Greeks in the Antioch Church from 
the very beginning,2 neither Barnabas, who was sent from Jerusalem to 
encoura~e the Church at Antioch, nor the prophets who came late.:-
(Acts 11: 22-24, 27) made any such demand. But appa1.·er:.tly not all were 
persuaded of the correctness of this position. 
The question was raised abruptly at .Antioch by "some from Judea" 
who 11~-1ere teaching the brethren, 'Unless you are circumcised according 
to the custom cf Moses,3 you cannot be saved. 1114 They are to be 
2Acts 11 :20. Eberhard Nestle, NoV1.cn Testa.-nentum Graece, novis cu:..~is 
elaboraverunt En.in Nestle et Kurt A'i"and-(E~24, Stuttgart: Privilege. 
Wurtt. Bi belanstal t, 1960) adopts '~A.AT} vo:.c;, p. 333. Hereafter referred 
t o as ~TG. R •. J. K."\ouling, The !:!:El. ~.[ the ~.§._t~, !he ~xo_osi tor ' s 
Greek Testament, edited by W. Robertson Nicoll (N(;;W Yol·k: HoGder and 
Sto~gh'tZn, n.d.), II, 266; and Bruce, pp. 235, 236, both adopt 
'EAA.Tj Vl.O'tO:c; as the better reading, but ti,ey consider it r~fe.:-s to 
Greek speaking Gentiles in vi ew of 'Iou6cx.to 1.c; (v. 19). 
3'ii.:Goc; (v. 1) is used by Luke three tim~s in the Gospel and seven 
times in the Acts of the Apostles :1.n the sense of 11custom, 0 11usage, 11 
11n3tlona l custom," Knowling, pp. 177, 316. · iiof Moses" (v. 1) in the 
. sense made explicit in Acts 6:14, "handed down by ?>Ioses,u author of the 
Pentateuch. 
l~Ew8f)vcx1. (v. l) and rcc:n:1,0,;e:uxo'te:c; (v. 5) indicates that they 
believed and taught Jesus as the Messiah a...d fulfiller of the law, but: 
still as the head of a glorified Judaism,~., pp. 316, 318. 
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idcnti fied with the "bel icve1·s l-Tho o~lcnged to the party5 of the 
Pha:.i sees116 and thos<!l 11who came from Jame~" (Gal. 2: 12). 7 These nzoa .. 
lots for the lew19 (Acts 21 :20) wel'."e continuous anti persist ent i n. thei r 
tca ching. 8 
The Reaction of Antioch (Acts 15:2) 
Paul 9 Barnabas ond the Chu~ch a t Ant ioch recognized in this teach .. 
inu a contradi ctio:.1 of th<!l gospel that would lead to dcse.:-ting Christ 
(G~l. l:6 .. 9). The 11debat:eu tha t followed is also called a °'rict,.: the 
same word used or the mob c.eu1onstroticns aga inst Poul i n Ephesus 
(Acts 19:l:,O). 9 . The disturbance w~s such that: thG Cou."\cil i •• thair l et-
ter called H': a 11pl'l.4ide;;· ing of you:r faith0 (v. 24).10 Paul 0 s polemi c 
5A1Lp e:cnc; (v. 5), six t imes in Acts a..,d three times els ewhe:re i n 
the 1cw Tes<;:a."!.cnt in t he sense of a 0 school.v or nparty" that: has adopted 
pnrti cul ~~ p~inciples. it is applied to doct:.ines or groups t hat tended 
t:c cause divi sions in the chu...-ch~ but need not be used in a cad sense$ 
~ . ~ p. ll;-8. 
6 '¥. 283 :, 61.!;, pc, syhmg, f .:-e'O:.es en t:ing the m3stet·u Te:tt) add in 
I - ) .. , , ;..., ( , - - , 
v. l from v . 5 'Ctl)V .ftEitt,O'tE VX O'tWV cx:rco 't"() c; cx.i.pe:o·e:wc; 'tWV <J?a.pt.Oa.LWV, 
!!fQ, p. 3l:l ;. Though the reading cafu--iot: be occeptod, h: clearly :.ep.:-esents 
ea:.ly tradition. 
7Brucc, p. 290, identifies t hese groups mentioned in Gal. 2:12; 
Acts 15:1~5; 21:20, t~ough t he last i~cidcnt is l a ter. 
8'1'he fo!"cc of t:he im?er f ect. K .... owling9 p. 315. H. r~. · Burnsi d (:! . 
~ ~ 2f ..S.t},£ Aeos~: 11!£ ~ ~ ~ Int1· oduct~on and .Jotes ill 
.sh£~ .2f Schools (Cambridge: At the University Prass, 1916), p. 171. 
9r;,c&.oc:wc; (v. 2), "suggests a state of s t::rife and disunii.:y,u 
G. W. H. Lampe, 11Tne Acts," Pca1ce 'Ji ~11cnta 1£,"i £U ti1~ ~ ' edi ted by 
M. Blaclc and H. H. RowlGy (London: 'f homas Nelson and Sor.s, Ltd., 1962), 
p. 908. Hereafter referred to as Ef]l. 
1°'Avo:.oxc:v&.z:oy-re:c; ,;a.c; <!>uxo:c; uµwv. 'Ava:ox.e:v&.z:w is a miu .. 
tary metaphor f o4 plundering a tcwn, says Bruce9 p . 302. 
) 
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is to be found in the Epistle to the Galatians who were also being 
similarly "plunde.:-ed" at this time. 11 John Calvin has sum:narizetl the 
11J.~5l·~ p. 38. The interpretation adopted in this pap?.r is that 
t he dlst:urban ce in Galati'a coincided with tha t in A...ti och~ that the let-
ter to the Galatians was directed to the churches establ ished on the first 
miss i ona;:y journey (Acts 1·3 and 14) i n the southern !)art o f the Ro,na.'i 
province of Galatia, and it was written just prior to the m~ctin.g of the 
apostles a..,d elders at Jerusalem (Acts 15). Paul 1 s trip to Je~usale~ 
cir.cl consulta tion with t he 11pilla:i:s11 the:re ccncernL:1.g Ger.tile li o~rty 
(Ga l. 2: lylO) i s i dentified wi th the farr.ineQrclief visi t (Acts ll: 30 
an d 12:25) . John Ca lvin made thi s identification in h is corr.rr,enta::cy on 
Ga latinns, Tl}~ E:J?ie.!:ls?. o f !!_aul th_£ ~ ost1.£ £2. Ell~ Q9} atj._~EJ., §.Ehes ians, 
Phil i ooians a!1d Colo::;s:i.nr .. s ~ in Ca lvi n's Corrm~ntm.·i es , tr.s.r-.s l ated by 
-:r,-H.- L. 1.·;;-rI.~er",-;:~cdTt;°d by i5;vtlw. ~~;{,.;"s"F'. '.Coi.· ranca (Grar-.d 
Rapids : , Jm. B. Ee rdmans PubU.shing Compa.11.y, 1965), p. 24. See also G. S. 
Dunc.:n, The Epistl e of :?a ul to t he Ga l a t i ans in The Mof fatt Ne1·1 Testan:ent 
COJS!1C:l_t'1,E.'I_(.:, cdi ted by-J ~ff a"tt(N;Tori<; Harp;;-~ -thm:-; ~ b i i shers, 
c. 1934), pp. xx~ x.-.:i :<, XX}:ii. D. Gut!1rie, 1b2, ~Et~ !:1Ji. stl e..§_: ~ 
'.f.cs~ .In.E.:.odu£tio_£ (Lon.don: Ti1e Tyndale Pi:ess, 1961), pp. 72-88. 
l<. Luke def ende d this posit:ion in!~ ~~ .!f,12J s tl~ .2f !'?.l!J:. (2nd edi-
t i c :1.; Lone.on: Rivingtons, 1919), pp. 279- 304. He l ate l" modified his 
positio:-1., ~ .~\n.ni,Dg~ .21_~ 1. s ti anU:y_ (Londo.1: Na cmHl~1. and Co., 
! 93~), V, 195-20(.. Here he sugeested ,;hat Ac ts ll:30 and 15:1- 29 relate 
to t he s ame v i sit, bu t were deri ved from di fferent sources, so differ 
in d e t a ils. This calls in question the accuracy o f Luke~s account. 
Guth.:ie in the place not ed above and Bruce, p. 38, list o thers ;:a!<ing 
the same view. The defense of our position <!11.d t:h<:l sig;1ificance of the 
chronology tq ou~ d i scussion is found in chapter ti:vo. It is readily 
recognized that: this is a ve:-ced question wi t h capable exegetes defending 
various views. There al"O two main views be sides the one tak er1 here. 
1. Identifi cation of Gal.:lt:lan s 2:1-10 with Acts 15:1-29:> north Gala'i:ian 
desti nction. of the e~ist:le written after the third tour through Asia 
Ninor (Acts 18:23) frora Ephesus (19:1) or Nacedonia (20;1). The classi c 
defen der of this vi€.i'7 is J. B. Li ghtfoot, St. P.:1al's Eoi s t le to t:he 
Gala tians (8th edition; Loli.don: Ha cmillan and Co., isst f, pp.18~, 
T~f:fo:- Jam~s ?1!offatt, Xn troduc t i on t o the Li te:rat:ur e of \:he New 
Tesi:amsnt ( New Yo:ck: Cr.a;.·r;;-Scri brt"~v~so~, 1 91''f) ~ pp. 90:l<fo:--P. 
Schi.;i~;dela, lVGalatians,n f11SY..C)ppa,:ad1.a fil~, edi ted by T. K. Ci1.eyns:i and 
J. s. Bl a ck (London; Adam .lncl Charles Blacl~, 1899) 11 II!) 1617- 1626. E. D. 
Burton, !::. C:q,__~~$. ~.£ I~:~E:_g~~ S:£!Wl£t1.t~~ !:a ill ~ S.<.?. !!..~ 
QJ.J.~1tJ:£Z~l b i.u :fhe ,I,12J;:.s.;:.:.n,£!::~._,c.:n!_ f.z2!.L2 .9£E:~·~_;::~ (Edinburgh: T. c: T. 
Cla~k, 1921), pp. xvii-11· 1. Paul Feine end Johunnes Behm~ I nt=oduction 
t::o the New ~:esto.ment, reedited by W. G. Kilmmal, translcted by A. J. 
Mattiil , Jr:-114t-;-;evised edition; Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1966), 
pp. 191-198 . 
2. Identification of Galatians 2:1-10 with Acts 15:1-29, the destination 
8 
objections: 
He the_ ofo:cc took up the fight not on behalf of the external un-
c :l rcumcision of the flesh, but for the salv.:ition of men by rr1.,1cs; 
secondly., to s e t godly conscicncos fre:o f rom tho curco c!: tc.c 
L;;.w ~:nd eui l t of ctcrnnl dc~th; end fin~lly thnt, wi ~,1 the rc-
mov.-:il of all obstacles, ~ho splen<.lour of the grace of Christ 
m:..gbt shine out again as though in a clea.:- and serene sky. 12 
. . 
· · Not only was the peace of Antioch in jeopardy; the v ery fou. . ~ations of 
the c hurch we;:-e unda~ attacl<. The seriousness of the situation is 
demo~strated by the defection of Peter .unde~ the influence of the 
teachc1·s f r om Jerusalem. 13 His cxa.'llple led "the x e st of t~1e J riws 11 in• 
eluding Barnabas to join in hypocritical separatior. from their G~ntile 
bre..::h1·en (Gd . 2: 11-13). Paul discerned t"t·,o questions; the fun.<lam~,t:al 
one of t he wa y of salvation, and the practical question of fellowship 
between Jew and Gentile b:?lieve;:-s. He 1~Wc;lS clear sig:11:ed enough t:o see 
that in thG long i.·un the concession. on the question ot fellowship 
or the epistle bei ;.1g t he south Galatiein chu1·ches established on the fixst 
missionary tcur (Acts 13-14) and -visited e gain on the second (16:1-5), 
wr_ tten from Corint~1 (18: l-18a) eH:he1· before the a1:rival of Ti mothy and 
SH.ns~ or after t heir clep:i:rture. The c lassical e ~~pcne:1t of this view 
is W. M. Ramsay, A tU. stod.ciiJ. Corr.n~ntary o:n St. Paul 9 s Ep_stle t o t: e 
Gnl atfotE (Grs.nd Rapids: Ba~rB ~k Ho~se:-1%5):-;;:-1:23~R~say 
dates the lett c~ from lu,tioch between. the seccnc. and third missiona;:y 
'::ours. Also~ T. Z~h.'1., :i:n::r oduc tio:a ~ .~ ~ ~~a~, tra.,slated 
from the 3~d G<a:rmon edition by John Moore 7.:-out, ~ tl•, uncier the 
diroction. of Helanct:hon W. 3 a cobus, assisted by C. S . Thaye .. · (!!:dinbu;:-gh: 
T. & T. Clarl<, 1909) :i pp. 164-179. F . V. Filson, !;;. Nez 'restm,1a.~ Hi story 
(fhiladelphia: Hestminste:..- Pr~ss, 1964), pp. 220, 2l~l - 2L;2. H. ~. 
Ric.ide .. ·bos, ru r~1t1ill2. .9S. 2.e.'3..1. !£ t 11_£_ Church~ gf Ga l a t:1.a , in The ~ 
}:~,;.:nati£.1!El. £ill:"~ ~ 2:-~ ~h~ ~ Tes~'I!.S&, Ned B. Stonehouse, editor 
(2nd edi t ion ; Londcn: Nu,:shall Horgan ~nci Scott, 1954) , pp. 30,31. F . 
Rendall, ~ !l21§.ili ~ ~ gs~ !<m~., in Th.£ ~~si t,_ot'S .9!_~ Test:a~ent:, 
edited by W. R. Nicoll (London: Hodder & Stougi,ton, n . d .) , III, 141-147. 
l2The ~ .2f. the b,r,ostles, in ~vin?s £~~.rie.2_, tra..slated 
by John W. Fr:iser and ed ited by D.?.vid W. ~nd Thomas F . Torrance (Grand 
Rapids: \•im. 13. Eerclma.ns Publishing Company, 1966), II, 26. 
13calvin, Ga latians~ Enhesians, p. 47. Bruce, p . 288. Smith, 
p . 75. 
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compromi sed the fundamental principle of sc.l vat ion by grace, nll~ ~md he 
confronted Peter with the fact that he was not being 11straightfonm;.·d 
about the truth of the Gospel:i (Gal. 2:14). We can conficently say 
that it wcs the Holy Spirit that led the church to s e.'1.d Paul~ Barnabas 
nnd certain other representatives to bring this matter to discussion and 
de cision by "the apostles and elders at Jerusalem. 1115 
The Journey and Reception at Jerusalem (Acts 15:3-5) 
That t he chief concern was not a debate about externals is seen in 
t he spi r i t and conduct of the repLesentatives in the journey and upon 
arrival at Jeruzalem. As they journeyed through Phoeni cia and Samaria, 
appa r ently taki ng a devious route,16 they brought great joy to all the 
brcthrcn17 as they reported the conversion of the Gentiles. They Yere 
more conscious of the nature and significance of the church's being than 
of the debate. Their life did not de pend on the outcome of the dabate, 
but upon the communication of the wondrous worl<:s of redemption God had 
141>.ruc"'~ p ? 0 8 
- '-, • -u • 
l5No subject is expressed for E't'O'..~a.v, but our conclusion seems 
obvi ous. '£he \fostern reading which makes t he Judaizing t eachers the 
subject wi th the i r der,1antl that these men go for trial to Jer usa lem i s 
obviously a~ inte=pol ation of a pro-Je rusal em e ditor. See W. D. Davies, 
" The Apostolic Age a nd the Life of Paul, n PCB, p. 885. A. T. Robertson 
says the ver b suggests e formal .'.lppointmcnt by the chur ch i n regular 
assembly. 'fhe Acts 2f t ll_~ Apost~, i n Wo__r.9. Picture s l.!!. ~ ~ 
Testnmcnt (Na shville: Broadman Press, 1930), III, 224. 
16suggeste d by 6 t.fipxov't'o (cf. Acts 20:25) and a look at the map. 
There was a good Roman road from Caesarea direct to J erusal~11. 
17G. w. H. Lampe, p. 908, s~ys these wer e evidently J evrish Chris t ians 
and indicates the general support on which Paul and Barnabas could count: 
Judaizers were few and confined to Jud~a. 
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wrought. This sense of the church's being in Christ is to play a sig-
nificant role in the Council to follow. 
Upon arrival at Jerusalem the delegation from Anti och was welcomed 
by the whole church along with the apostles and elders. When the church 
comes together, her first concern is worship; so the apostles again bear 
witness to 11what God did.n :(f God's wonderful works in delivering Israel 
from Egypt were made known to the heathen (Josh. 2;9-10), how much more 
should the church rejoice in Godvs wonderful works delivering the heathen 
from the bondage of sin to the glorious liberty of the sons of God. 
The report is, however, the occasion for the raising of the question 
of essentials for participation in the Messianic salvation by some from 
the Pharisee party.18 The reality of their conversion is not questioned; 
their Pharisee background explains their concern for the strict observance 
of the law, and there is no suggestion that they were insincere in it. 
Zeal is never a substitute for t:cuth, however. Those who .:-ecognizec that 
the ultimate end of their doctrine was the perversion of the gospel and 
cause of d ivision in the body of Christ had called for a thorough examina-
tion of the whole matte:c. 
The Examination of the Problera (Acts 15:6-21) 
The Constituency of the Council (Acts 15:6) 
Following the welcoming assembly, 11the apostles and the elders, 019 
18 Brucc, p. 291, thinks the question may not have been carried so 
far here as at Antioch where the Mosaic customs were required as the 
basis f or salvation,. but here possibly only 0 for recognition by and 
fellowship with Jewish Christians. 1: 
19rn verse 2 one article was used indicating the unit; here two 
11 
to ,~horn the delegation had been specifically ciirected by Antiocl'i, met 
t o co.1shki;..· the matter. 911::ldersa are first: met in the NGw Testament 
chui.·ch when Antioch sent relief to i:he church at Jerusaler.1 and it was 
handed ove:: to Htho alders" by Ba rnabas and Saul (Acts 11 : 30). Paul 
established elders in the churches of Galatia (Acts 14: 23). !n the 
Septucgbt: rcpc:0!3{rcspoc;; usu<1lly translates 1 i?. i 11usually us\':ld in plural 
as having autho:d ty; tez-m technical (100 ) ; aldo.:s o f a people~ especially 
of Israel. 1120 Ti1e New Testament church ·,;-ias a;?pa::er.tly follouin g the pat-
tern of Old Covena n t Israel in t~1e establishment of order. and authority. 
"i:'. ?'. 3rucc c alls at:te11tiozi to the joint: r,1enti on of apostles end elders 
heLa in contrast to elders only a t chapter 11:30. There he rerr~rked that 
the reaso;., for Glde:1.·s onl y was 11probably because the busir.ess of ti'ie 
T\,Tclve was not this 6 t. o:.x.ovta. but the 6 t.a.,wvto:. 'COU i\.oyou (v. 2-4). 021 
This is surely more probable thai.1. the usi..al s ugges·.:ion that the apostles 
wer e absent: fro@ J'e::.·usalem. 22 
The reading of some z-epresent:atives of the Western text, cruv 
itA.118€ l, after 1tpC:Oi3U'CEpO L in verse 6- can....ot be defended. 23 The use 
of nA.fjGoc;; (v. 12) and ouv 01\'IJ rev EX.X.A.T)Otq. (v. 22) should be 
articles, indicating distinct c lassGs of dele:;;atGs making up the uri.it:. 
20w. G0sen i us, ~ !:!§n·e1-1 .fm9. J<:nglish Lexicon of. t r:..£21..'! Tes t:an en t, 
translated oy E. Robi.nson~ edited by F. Brown, .s. R. Drive:r 9 and C. A. 
Briggs (London~ Oxford Univer s ity Press, 1955), p. 278. Hereafter 
designated by~. 
2lp. 290. 
22c. s. C. Williams, ~ ~erit ary 2B. !h~ t}£,S~ 2-f !b!:. A:3os.J:1~~, in 
Jja r__e:.:r.§. ~ Testa ~ ~ ~::?ntari~~ general editor, Henry Chadwi ck ( New 
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1957), p. ll}5. 
2361t~, pcj syh, Ephr., fil.9., p. 345. 
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understood to indicate that the debate a.-,,d dec i s ion of the apostles and 
t:i1e elders tool< place in the presence of other mer.1bers of the church of 
Jerusalem. 2l:. Ve-.:se 6 states c learly the constituency of the body, i 1t~1e: 
apos tles and the elders," and t:he offi c ial statement of conclusion sup-
t ' , ). ' (. P. ' , ~ i. ' ports this, O l. O:.TCOO'"Co,~o l. XO'.. I, 0 l. TCpEOt-1U't'Epo 1.. CX.OEA<p O i, (v. 23) , 
as does the record in 16:l;, 11the decision which had been reached by the 
apostles and elders ,1i-10 we1·e at Jerusalem. u In verse 23 &.6e:A<p0 t stands 
in apposition to o t cbc6o-roAo 1.. xo:. 1 o t rcps<1!3frtzp o 1,, not compounded 
to thc~. 25 I t indicates that 
the s.:1me par ties who came together to consider the matter also 
f1·ar.1cd the decree. The a;)ostles and elders, brethren were the 
only i n dividuals offi c ially conce~ned i n this important trans-
act:~ on.26 
?:;.·incip.:il Cunningham conside2.·s that the pr eposition 11with11 in verse 22 
11plainly implies0 that t h e church membe'!.· s ;1stand upon a different plat-
form11 from the apostles and elders in the matter bu'i: that 
it does ir£r?_l_'l, that ~G2!. the apostles and elders had made U? theil.· 
minds as to what was· the mind and will of God in th'is matt.ar 
?£, " f ,. - a · . . . h K L ' ' .. J 
- "l11e use o TCt\T)vO<:; 1s no t aec 1s 1ve ere. • a~<a ana tt . • 
Cadbury say that its us e in v. 12 does not n.ecessit.::it:e the presence of 
a l argel'~ group t han th0 apostles and the elders, ~ ~~ of !~ · 
~.E£,:<;ti es: Engl i sh Trcr,'l.sl<!!J2£ f££ Co:T!!ne n t a r,!.,, in The Be~nnings of. 
Chri~t_i,c!ni_t":.:l,!> Part I, edited by F. J , Foakes-Jackson and K. Lake (London: 
}facmillan & Co., Ltd., 1933), IV, 172, and larger note, pp. 47 9 l:.8. 
Bruce , p. 295, says it is probably the Christs.an community .:1s in. 4 : 32; 
6:2,5. Since he co.isiders that the debate and dec ision rested with the 
leaders ( see infra, p. 13, n . 28 ) he must see the contrast in the at-
ti t ude of the~o,sition (v. 5) af t er t he s peech of Peter (vv . 7- 11) . 
2 5Lal<e and Cadbury, p. 180. 
26w. D. Killen, J~he D:.nEi ·:?nt:. S:h':1:..·ch: Xts m.sl:orv, Doctrine, Worsh:ip, 
and Consti tut?.on_, 1.~1 ~ .!=..h~ First Th-;;; i-Iundred Years (New Yorl~: 
Anson D. f . ~andolph & Co. , 1833), p. 76. 
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they (the church) were called upon to attend to it ••• to make 
up their mind regarding it.27 
We conclude with F. F. Bruce that although it seems that other 
members of the Jerusalem church were present, deliberation and decision 
rested with the leaders, the apostles ·and the ··elders. 28 Representative · 
government as seen here was also a feature of the Covenant community in 
the Old Testament, and the discussion ls pertinent here in view of this 
continuing feature of the life of the people of God.29 
the Argument (Acts 15&7-21) 
the apostles exercised appropriate restraint in withholding from 
debate until others had opportunity to speak. Ilo~AT)<; l;T)'t'T)Oe:wc; 
ye:voµEVT)<;, the genitive absolute seems t~ indicate that considerable 
27william Cunningham, Historical TheologY: ~ Review .2£. ~ Principal 
Doctrinal Discussions .!.!l Sh! Christian Church since .!:h!Apostolic Age 
(4th edition; London& The Banner of Truth Trust, 1960), I, 55-56. 
2811The Acts," in~ Bible Commentary, edited by F. Davidson, A. M. 
Stibbs, E. F. Kevan (Second edition; London: the Inter-Varsity Fellowship, 
1954), p. 920. So also Calvin, p. 31; Cunningham, pp. 50, 56; Burnside, 
p. 172. On view that this was a general assembly made up of the whole 
Jerusalem church, the apostles and the elders, see Knowling, pp. 19, 20; 
R. B. Rackham,~~ 2!,~ Apostles:~ Exposition, in Limited 
Editions Library (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1965), P• 249. That 
verse 6 describes the private consultation of Gal. 2:2, Robertson, p. 225. 
29That God deals with men through their representatives is a basic 
feature of the Divine-human relationship as seen first of all in Adam, 
the first man, and Christ, the second Adam (Rom. 5:12-21). The priest 
and the king must be one of the people. Moses, the mediator of the Old 
Covenant represented God to the people, and with him ln this responsi-
bility often stood the elders of the congregation (Ex. 19:7-8; 
Deut. 31:9-13). He also represented the people before God, as in the 
instances of his intercession for them. Thi• feature of the covenant 
life will be taken up in chapter three where th• Old Testament people 
of God will come under examination. 
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11investigation1130 had taken place before Peter spoke. 
Four speakers give two arguments, Paul and Barnabas speaking to 
the same point as Peter, but drawing no conclusion. The purpose of 
the apostles and elders was to determine the will of God for the 
Gentiles in relation to the Nosaic dispensation. They examined two 
sources, the providence and the Word of God. Peter, Barnabas and Paul 
spoke to God's work of adding Gentiles to the church, and James showed 
that this work was anticipated in the prophets. 
Peter's Evidence and Conclusion (Acts 15:7-11) 
The key event in the bringing of the Gentiles into the church was 
the conversion of Cornelius (Acts 10:1-11:18). A summary forms the 
substance of Peter's evidence. As G. W. H. Lampe remarks, "the speech 
of Peter is couched in strongly Biblical language. 1131 He emphasizes the 
fact and the method of God's work, and brings us directly to the heart 
of the covenant of grace historically set forth in God's covenant ·with 
Israel. '.i!.'>tA.lyoµa.1, 1 s used constantly of God's choice of the patriarchs, 
the tribe of Judah, David, Zion, Jerusalem, and so on. Elec'tion is the 
basis for Israel's being the people of God, His servant and witness to 
"the ends of the earthu (Is. 44:1,8; 45:22). God was working in pattern 
in sending Peter to Cornelius, the Gentile. Hence the reception of 
30walter Bauer, ~ ~-English Lexi con .2f. ~~Testament fill!! 
~ Early Christian Litera tur e, translated and adapted by William F. 
Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich (4th revised and augmented edition, 1952, 
Cambridge: The University Press, 1957), p. 339. Hereafter~· 
31P. 908. 
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Cornelius by Peter into 1.~i1c church was due to the wi 11 of God, for 
Peter was God's chosen i ;;.s trument. 
The infinitives cx.xovcra.1, and 1tt.cr't"e:ucrcx.1, are of purpose. God chose 
and sent a spokesman that Cornelius should hear and believe the Gospel. 
Note the similarity of the angel's word to Cornelius in telling him to 
send for Peter: "to speak to you words by which you may be saved" 
(Acts ll: 14). 
As H. A. W. Meyer, we take oouc; as contemporaneous with 
lµa.p'tvpricre:v "expressing the mode of i~"; and the action of xcx.6cx.ptacx.c; 
as previous to ou6gv 01,e:xp1,ve:v,32 expressing ·the cause of it. God, 
"who knows the heart," gave them the Holy Spirit; so what happened there 
did not rest on Peter•s · judgment, but on the infallible judgment of God 
who sees His work and is pleased. In manner it was a second Pentecost 
plainly manifesting that there was no longer a distinction between Jew 
and Gentile who had been cleansed by faith.· (See !',cts 11:17.) 
Kcx.6cx.p t crcx.c; ,;a.c; xcx.po tcx.c; cx.u,;wv recalls God's word to Peter in the 
vision, "What God has cleansed you must not call common" (Acts 10:15), 
and ·the core of the present problem. Under the Old Covenant circumcision 
was God's promise to purify the heart of Israel; without this cleansing 
they could not be God's people.33 Now God has indicated that He had done 
for the Gentiles by faith in Christ what He had for Israel by promise 
32H. A. W. Meyer, Critical~ Exegetical Handbook £.2, !h! ~ .21 
~Apostles, translated from the fourth edition of the Ge~n by P. J. 
Gloag, revised and edited by W. P. Dickson (New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 
1883)• P• 285. 
33Gen. 17114; Deut. 30:6; cf. Lev. 26:41 and Jer. 414. 
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·in circumcision, namely, removed their defilement;34 they were there• 
fore accepted into His people. God had removed the distinction; the 
church must no longer make a distlnction.35 
Tij lt~O't'e: 1,, dative of means. What the Judaizers expected ''would 
be effected by circumcision and obedience to the Law is performed by 
God in granting them the gift of faith.u36 Cleanness of heart is the 
work of the grace of God alone; whl ch He has chosen to bring about 
through faith. As Calvin says, 
And it is certainly the function of faith to transfer to us what 
belongs to Christ, and to make it ours by imparting it freely; 
thus there is a mutual relation between faith and the grace of 
Christ; for faith does not cleanse us as a virtue or quality 
poured into our sou~, but because it receives the cleanness 
offered in Christ.3 · 
To refuse to accept the work God has done as sufficient is "to put 
God to the proof," that is, to question His ability. Thus Peter recalls 
Israel's unbelief, rebellion and disobedience in the wilderness as a 
warning in the present circumstance.~8 
Any requirement for admission into the church placed upon them whom 
God had accepted as His people would be an offense to God and a "yoke'' 
to them. "Yoke" in Jeremiah 5&5 and Lamentations 3:27 is a synonym for 
34"This day I have rolled the reproach of Egypt from you," Josh. 5:9. 
35cf. God's o-(,6gv o 1.fa<p 1, ve:v wl th His command to Peter to go 
to the house of Comellusµ'l)O~V 01.~xp1.voµe:voc; "without scruples" 
(Acts 10:20) because what God has cleansed man i~ not to call unclean. 
36Lampe, p. 908. 
37pp. 35, 36. Cf. Psalm 50(51)&12; 23(24)14. 
38Psalm 78'18-20. "They tested God • • • • Can God spread a 
table • • • give bread ••• provide meat?" Cf. vv. 4,56; L.'<X 
Ex. 17&2,7. 
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the Law, the instrument by which Israel was united with Yahweh in the 
accornplislunent of His will in the world, that ls, the realization of 
His kingdom. Likewise, Jesus used it of man's acceptance of the re-
sponsibilities of union with Himself that he might find the Messianic 
rest and peace (Matt. 11:28-30). Peter's use here, however, ls more in 
harmony with Paul's in the Epistle to the Galatians (5:1) and with Jesus• 
condennation of the Scribes and Pharisees for binding heavy burdens 
(cpop't'lcx l3cxpe:cx) on men's shoulders (Matt. 23:4). Instrument of grace 
though it was, the law was an unbearable burden from the time of Moses. 
Christ had come and borne lt for men. This fact made the insistence upon 
continuing to bear it a ref~sal of the efficacy of God's grace in Christ, 
a new "Can God ••• 'l" Lampe•s remark that since "faith takes the place 
of the Law in this respect, then the Law ls an unnecessary yoke"39 be-
trays a false distinction between the testaments, for faith \ll\derlles 
all proper response to God's revelation in the Law and promises of the 
Old Dispensation just as it does the proper responses to the Gospel in 
the New Dispensation. We cannot therefore say that "faith replaces the 
Law." 
'A.,.-... Iv , P • l f th d k tri h t tr t f\f\v. eter s on y use o e wor , mar s a ump an con as 
as he concludes that the salvation of all men is by the grace of the 
Lord Jesus Christ. His statement is most emphatic as he inverts the 
comparison made in verse ea "God gave to them the Spirit as to us;" 
''We believe that we shall be saved through the grace of the Lord Jesus 
even as they." Note that Peter ha• virtually used the argument Paul used 
18 
ln reproving him for his improper conduct at Antioch. H. A. w. Meyer'• 
remark is worth repeating 
That Peter in the doctrine of the righteousness of faith was 
actually!! accordant with Paul as he here expresses himself, ls1 
in opposition to Baur, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld, and Zeller, to be 
inferred even from Gal. ii. 15ff., where Paul acknowledges his and 
Peter's comnon conviction, after he had upbraided the latter, v. 14, 
for the lnconslstency of hla conduct at Antioch.40 · 
Barnabas and Paul Speak (Acts 15112) 
Peter's speech had the same effect in the Council his report of the 
conversion of Cornelius had on those who criticized him for entering a 
Gentile's house and eating with Gentiles; they were persuaded that he 
spoke the wl.sdom of God, and they "got quiet0 4l (as previously, Acts 1112, 
17-18). All were now prepared to listen to Barnabas and Paul as again 
they recounted the mighty works of God indicating that His will was being 
accomplished among the Gentiles through them. They were "mighty works," 
"t'Epa:tcx.; but they were more; they were a,iµ&tcx., indications that the 
work had been accomplished by God Himself. Barnabas was the better 
known in Jerusalem, the senior believer who had introduced the former 
persecutor to the church in Jerusalem after his conversion (Acts 9:27). 
He therefore speaks first. That Luke records thls order here and in the 
letter (v. 25) may indicate that he ls using original sources. In any 
40p. 286. Cf. Bruce, ~I~~. PP• 34-35, 295, and his 
citation from K. Lakez "The figure of a Judaizing St. Peter is a fig-
ment of the Tllbingen critics with no basis in history," P• 292. Lake, 
p. 116. M. Dibelius, Studies !n !h2, ~ .2!,!h.2, Apostles, edited by 
Heinrich Greeven (New Yorkz Charles Scribner's Sons, 1956), P• 95, 
seems to cl~ng tor. c. Bauer's interpretation. 
41The aorist may be inceptive, Lake and Cadbury, P• 175. 
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case, it indicates he ls representing true history, not a reconstruction 
favoring Paui,42 for Luke would have been naturally inclined to place 
Paul first as in verse 2. 
James• Argument and Proposal (Acts 15:13-21) 
We consider this James to be the son of Mary and Joseph to whom 
Christ appeared directly after His resurrection (I Cor. 15:7), who 
early became a recognized leader of the Church at Jerusalem along with 
John and Peter (Gal. 2:9). 43 Parallels between this address and the 
Epistle of James support common authorship.44 He ls usually considered 
on the statement in Galatians 2:12-13 to have held to a stricter posi-
tion than Peter regarding Jewish separation from Gentiles; but if the 
Pharisee party expected his support they were to be disappointed, for 
James reviewed in a sentence of approval the address of Peter, and pro-
ceeded to support his conclusions by showing that this action of God in 
bringing the Gentiles into His people was anti.cipated in the Old 
Testament prophets. 
Luke records James• use of the Aramaic form of Peter's name, 
~vµe:wv, another indication of his use of orl·ginal sources. Luke uses 
42M. Dibelius, pp. 95-96, considers Acts 15 a significant literary 
rendering, but not significant in its understanding of historical events. 
43J. F. Foakes-Jackson, 1h.! ~ of ~ Apostles, in ~ Noffatt 
~ Testament Commentary (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1931), P• 141. 
44J. B. Ma~or, ~ Epi.stle .2i_ St. ~: ~ ~ ~ !!.Eh 
Introduction,~ Comments~ Further Studies, Classic Commentary · 
Library (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1954 reprint of re-
·vised third .edition, 1913), pp. ii-iv. 
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it elsewhere only in the mouth of one of the two reporting the appear-
ance of the resurrected Jesus on the road to Erranaus (Lk. 24:34). 
James uses significant words in conmenting on Peter's arguments. 
'o 6€0<; €7t€0XE;<.j>CX.'t'O occurs three times in the Gospel, twice of Christ's 
coming (1:68,78), and once of His work as a visitation of God (7:16). 
W. Bauer says that it is used "of God's gracious visitation in bring-
ing salvation. 1145 In the Old Testament it ls usually used in con-
nection with covenant blessing or judgment.46 
Acx'3e:"Cv e:~ e:6vwv ACXOV -r<;> ovoµa:t 1, CXU't"OU applies to the Gen-
tiles God's covenant relation to Israel, "My people ••• your God" (Ex. 
6: 7). At Sinai Israel was the ACXO<; 7tEp 1,ovcr 1,oc; above 7t<l.V't"WV 't"WV 
e:6vwv not in a vacuum, but for the accomplishment of God's purpose, 
for e:µ~ ya.p e:cr-r 1, 1tcicrcx fi yfi (Ex. l~:5). Peter later uses this expres-
sion to describe the Christian church (I Peter 2:9) indicating that there 
was but one covenant people from the beginning to be made up finally of 
all nations. (Compare Titus 2:14.) The church was just coming to realize 
this fact, though it had been indicated to Abraham, "and in your seed. 
all the nations of the earth shall be blessed. n47 Paul identifies this 
45P. 298. 
46E.g., Gen. 21:l; Ex. 34:34. ':E1t1,crxt1t-roµcx1, in the _LXX trans-
lates ij?:> describing an act of God drawing near to His people in sin 
and distress, showing Himself to be the Lord of history., It may be an 
act of mercy or of judgment. Herman W. Beyer, 11 Eitt.OXE1t't"Oµcx1,, 11 
Theological Dictionary .2!_~~ Testament, edited by G. Kittel, 
translated by G. W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing · 
Co., 1964), II,602. Beyer does not connect it directly with the 
covenant, however. 
47Gen. 22:18. The covenant promise, "in thee/thy seed shall all 
the nations/families of the earth be blessed". ls found three times in 
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agency (f.v 'to> OltEpµet.'t"L crou) as Christ, emphasizing the use of the 
singular in the original promise (Gal. 3:16). Paul becomes God's 
instrument for gathering in God's A~OV in Corinth from both Jew and 
Gentile (Acts 18:10). Jesus had anticipated this gathering of "other 
sheep" to be added to those in the fold of Israel who "hear my voice" 
so that both become "one flock" under "one shepherd" (John 10:16). 
"A people for his name," that is, who should bear His name "as 
their ruler or proprietor,"48 or "for Himself," "a covenant people, a 
renewed Israe1.n49 
"The words of the prophets agree," thus James states his purpose 
the niphal (Gen. 12:3; 18:18; 28:14) and twice in the hithpael (22:18; 
26:4). The Septuagint, followed by the American Standard Version, 
renders all in the passive. The Revised Standard Version, renders them 
all in the reflexive, but the New Testament quotations (Acts 3:25 and 
Gal. 3:8) in the passive, as the Greek text in quoting the Septuagint. 
Keil and Delitzsch insist that the niphal has only a passive significance, 
not its original reflexive sense. We must not, however, attribute the 
passive signification, they say, to the hithpael in 22:18 and 26:4 where 
the prominence is given to the subjective attitude of the nations in 
desiring the blessing promised to Abraham and to his seed, Biblical 
Commentary on the Old Testament: The Pentateuch, translated by J. Martin 
(Gr.ind Rapi~:~.-.S:- Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1956), I, 195. As E. D. 
Roels properly points out, -"even if the nations do seek a blessing, the 
blessing is given them." God's Mission (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1962), p. 32, n. 55. o. T. Allis presents a detailed 
study of the niphal and hithpael and concludes there is evidence for a 
passive meaning of the hithpael in the Old Testament, and for a passive 
mea.ling of the niphal in Semitic .languages as early as Abraham, and that 
therefore, the LXX translators were on solid ground in translating all 
five Genesis passages with the passive. The New Testament quotations · 
of the Old Testament should guide our interpretation of the Genesis 
passages rather than the religious ideas of higher critics. "The 
Blessings of Abraham,"~ Princeton Theological Review, · xxv (April 
1927), 2, 263-298. . · 
48Meyer, p. 286. 
49Lampe, p. 909. 
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to verify what Peter has reported by the Scriptures. Although this may 
refer to the Book of the Twelve Prophets which includes Amos,50 it seems 
more likely that J. B. Pusey is right in saying that 
James purposely uses the plural, the words of the prophets, in 
order to include, together with the Prophet Amos, other prophets 
who foretold the same thing. The statements, that the Jewish 
Church should inherit the Gentiles, that the Name of God should 
be called upon the Gentiles, and that the Gentiles should seek 
the Lord, are parts of one whole; that they should be called, 
that they should obey the call, and obeying, be enrolled in the 
one family of God.51 
In the Septuagint translation of Amos 9:11-12 James had chosen a 
strategic text concerning the realization of God's purpose for His 
people Israel through the "house" of David. 52 The prophecy of Amos was 
spoken to the northern kingdom on the eve of her destruction by Assyria. 
The northern kingdom came into existence by the revolt led by Jeroboam 
against the house of David. Jeroboam also established a rival altar at 
Bethel to God's altar at Jerusalem. Amos (9:1-10) declared the utter 
destruction of Jeroboam's altar and of the sinful kingdom, but promised 
the preservation of the faithful in Jacob as the farmer sifts out and 
preserves every good grain53 before burning the chaff. The house of 
David will also come to r~in. 54 Then God will come and restore the 
50Bruce, p. 297. Williams, p. 182. 
51E. B. Pusey, The Minor Prophets (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1885), 
I, 338. So Knowling, p. 321. 
52Bruc~, p. 298, notes that James. in his Epistle, addressed to 
Jewish Christians nearly always quotes from the LXX rather than from 
the Hebrew. The case for a Judaizing James is weak. 
53The Hebrew word is "stone." Pusey, p. 334, translates, "solid 
grain." 
54Amos (2:5) had earlier prophesied the destruction of Jerusalem. 
Davidic empire over the twelve tribes and all the vassal states includ-
ing Edom. ) 
Me:'tcx. 'ta.ih;a. is a free translation of €V -i;ij "iµe=pq. bte;tv-r;i an 
equivalent for 11the ·Day of the Lord." It looks back to the acts of God 
in history. The Old Testament ~rings those acts into the perspective of 
the promises of God's future acts when He will bring His purposes to 
their con~ummation.55 Beyond "that day" lies the Kingdom of God, Israel 
restored and redeemed and the Gentiles sharing the blessings of God. 
This era is sometimes also called "the last, o~ latter, days"56 to 
"designate the final goal of history in which God's redemptive purpose 
is completed. In a word there are two periods of history divided by the 
Day of the Lor~.1157 
For the apostles the day of redemption had ~tered into history in 
the person and work of Jesus and in His sending of the Spirit. The bless-
ings of the Kingdom were no longer exclusively future. They were experi• 
encing the fulfillment, and hope was roused for the final consummation. 
The house ( o Lxoc;) promised to ·David58 had indeed become like a for-
saken "hut" (axri vri) in the vineyard in winter. (See Is. l :8.) 'l'wo parti• 
clples describe its desolat~on, :7te;1t't'WX\J~C(.V and XC(.'t'e;O,;pa.µµe;va.. 
But God had built it up again in the exalted Son of David, according to 
· the preaching of both Peter &~d Paul (Acts 2:32-36; 13:23-37~. H~ was 
-~5Joel 2:31; 3:14; Amos 9:11; Zeph. 3:ll,16; Zech. 14:9. 
56Is. 2:2-4; Hosea 3:5; Ezek. 38:16. 
57George E. Ladd,~ Young Church in~ Guides, edited by 
W. Barclay and F. F. · Bruce (New York: Abingdon Press, 1964), p. 35. 
5811 Sam. 7:11; l Chron. 17:10; Ps. 89. 
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beginning to restore the ruined walls of the hut and to bring the 
Gentiles from the ends of the earth into it. The new age called for 
a reevaluation in terms of the realities anticipated in the prophets 
and now being realized. 
The certainty and extent of the restoration of the fallen hut of 
David is emphasized in the use of "a.va." compounded with two different 
verbs in verse 16: a.VO i.xo6oµ~O'W (twice) and a.vop6WO'W. God is the 
subject of each and the tent of David is the object. 
The restoration of 't~V O'XT)V~V L\cx.u16 is to be understood as 
prophesying the restoration of David's kingdom, not to the nation of 
Israel, but as the new universal people of God. 59 The Hebrew text spoke, 
of course, in terms of David's reign over all Israel and over vassal 
states of whom Edom is representative as being his bitterest enemy. J. B. 
Pusey grasps the universal scope of the prophecy from the variety of gen-
ders and numbers in the Hebrew text of the passage; the hut of David, 
their (feminine) breaches·, his ruins; God will build her up, that they 
(masculine) may inherit. 
(He uses) apparently this variety of genders and numbers in order 
to show that he is speaking of one living whole, the Jewish Church, 
now rent in two by the great schism of Jeroboam, but which should 
be reunited into one body, members of which should win the Heathen 
to the true faith of God.60 · 
F. F. Bruce recognizes in "the Church the legitimate continuation 
of the old Church of Israe1.n6l .Thus church and kingdom are equated as 
59Lampe, p. 909. 
60P. 337. 
6lp. 297. 
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the visible people of God, redeemed by Christ, purified and governed 
by His will. 
Verse 17 expresses the purpose for the restoration, introduced by 
(! " urcwc; a.v: "so that the remainder of men may seek th'3 Lord, even all 
the nations upon whom my name has been called." 'l:he Messianic restora-
tion of the kingdom of David is not alone for the blessedness and pros-
perity of Israel, but of all the nations. The universal extent of this 
Kingdom of God is emphatically stated by joining o L xa.'t0'../\.0 1, 1t0 1, -cwv 
O'..V6purn:wv with 1tO'..V'tC<. 'tCX. f6V1') by an exegetical xa.t,', "even." "The 
rest of men," specifically, all the heathen "without respect of persons 
and works," as R. J. Knowling com.11ents, 62 wi 11 seek the Lord. But not 
' ' \ ' , '\. without the sovereign. electing grace of God: e:cp ouc; C:lt 1,xe:X1\T)'ta.1, 
' ,, , 
-i-o ovoµa. µov "upon whom my name has been called" is a Hebraistic 
formula of ownership or conquest.63 The universal kingdom is not uni-
versalism; as the Hebrew of Amos 9:12 has it, it is God's work. 
This Septuagint rendering of Amos 9:ll,12 is an interpretation 
1,~ 
rather than a tra."\slation of the Hebrew; but from verse 28 ( e;uol;e:v 
ya.p 't"<;3 1tve:vµa.-c 1, ~~ o:.yt~ we a.re to understand that ·the Spirit 
directed James in using it, and that He approved the re..,dering. Ihe 
62P. 322. 
63oeut. 28:10; II Sam. 12:28; Jer. 14:9. See especially Is. 63:19 
where submission to the rule of Yahweh is parallel to being called by 
His name. H. E. w. Fosbrol<e: 11 ' called by my na:ne• signifies simply 
that these people had been conquered by Jahweh and so had passed into 
his possession." H. E.W. Fosbroke ands. Lovett,~ Interoreter's · 
Bible: ~ ~ .2f ~, G. A. Buttrick£!_&· editors (Now York: 
Abingdon Press, 1956), VI, 851. It anticipates conquest by the Spirit. 
Cf. "Your descendants shall possess the gate of their enemies," in the 
promise to Abraham, Gen. 22:17. ' 
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Hebrew reads, "that they (Israel) may possess ( :,qil 7 :; LXX requires 
:iil>ll? "seek") the remnant (clearly accusative after n~) of Edom 
( Oii~; LXX requires OJ!$) and all the nations upon whom my name is 
called." Certainly the meaning of the Hebrew is preserved, the changes 
making it fit the situation of the apostles rather than the exact situa-
tion of the time of I.mos. 
Israel became the people of God through the Covenant: "I will take 
you for my people, and I will be your God; and you shall know that I am 
the Lord your God11 (Ex. 6:7). This was essentially an inward relation-
ship whereby Israel was made to manifest the holy character of God by 
being holy as He was holy. "The Lord shall establish you as a holy 
people unto himself, if you keep the commandments of the Lord your 
God, and walk in his ways. All the peoples of the earth shall see that 
you are called by the name of the· Lordn (Deut. 28:9,10). The enlarge-
ment of Israel to "possess the gate of their enemies" (Gen. 22:17) by 
the restoration of the Davidic kingdom over Israel and tributary nations 
cannot have a mere outward submission, but as Calvin says, 
God promises the restor ation of the tabernacle that had fallen in 
ruins, that in it the G~ntiles may be subject to the Kingdom of 
David, not merely to pay tribute, or to take arms at ~he king's 
command, but have a common God and be His one family. 4 
Although the Gentiles are said to "seek the Lord" (confer Is. 2:2-4, 
Micah 4:1-4), we do not lose sight of the fact that God is doing this 
worlt most graciously: the perfect tense and passive voice of €:TCI.X6XAT)'t"CX.I. 
64calvin, p. 47. Cf. John Marsh, "Amos and Micah: Introduction 
and Commentary" in 12.!:£!:!. fil!..2. Commentaries, g~e_ral editors, David L. 
Edwards, John Marsh, and Alan Richardson (London: S. C. M. Press, Ltd., 
1959), p. 74. 
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states the divine order. The call of God precedes the seeking of men: 
He arrested Saul of Tarsus, the rebel (Acts 9); He told Cornelius to 
send for Peter (Acts 10); so it was with the Gentiles of Antioch of 
Pisidia (Acts 13:48). Man's seeking is but his response t:o God's "con• 
quest." In this prophecy quoted by James God returns, rebuilds (twice), 
and sets up so that men may seek; throughout there is "that constant 
feeling of the primacy of the activity of God which again finds expres .. 
sion in the clause 'who does this' at the end of the verse.u65 
The Hebrew of Amos 9: 12 ends, ''says Yahweh doing these things." 
David's conquest of Edom and other nations was Yahweh's conquest. The 
sifting of the northern kingdom (Amos 9:9) and the captivity of Judah 
were providences of the Covenant God. Now the rebuilding was also His 
work, as the apostles had been saying so clearly. 
James adds to the end of the quotation from Amos, "yvwO't<X &.1t' 
J , ~ - ' 
cx.1,wvoc; ," reminiscent of the Septuagint of Isaiah 45:21, 't t.<; u.xo-uo,;cx. 
brnt11cre:v -rcx.ihcx. &.n' a.pxfic;. Toe use of &.n'cx.Lwvoc; is peculiar to 
Luke in the New Testament. He uses it in the Gospel (l:70) and in the 
Acts of the Apostles (3:21) in a similar reference to God's having re-
vealed His eternal purpose by His prophets "from the beginning.n66 The 
textual evidence supports the reading, ''says the Lord who has been making 
these things known from the begi~""\ing,1167 and we .think it also most 
65Fosbroke, p. 851. 
66Amos 3:7 indicates that God always reveals by His prQphets what 
He intends to do with His covenant people. 
67The Western text is similar to the Byzantine which appea"" 1 Auth'orized Version, "Known unto God are all his works from the ~= in the 
of the world." A summary of the textual evidence is given by l<n g nning 
p. 322. owling, 
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emphatically represents James' thesis. He has successfully shown that 
the inclusion of the Gentiles in the people of God, the church, is the 
work of God _in accord with the plan He had revealed through His prophets 
from the very beginning.68 
6,1,0 (v. 19), Jan1es has completed his formal argument and is now to 
make a proposal. He formulates a motion which he puts to tho assembly. 
Although there is good authority for taking xptvw as "I decree," a 
definite sentence put forth on the personal authority of the leading 
apostle of Jerusalem,69 it seems more in keeping with the spirit of the 
passage to consider it to mean "I think."70 In view of verse 22, "It 
pleased the apostles and the elders with the whole church," it cannot 
reasonably be understood to establish an authoritarian position of 
James.71 
M~ 1to:.pc:voxAei:'v "we must stop troubling them. 1172 
his voice on the side of liberty"73 as Peter had by his 
Jrunes "throws 
; 
"C I, • • • 
e:1t1,Sc:i:'vo:.1, 2';:uyov(v. 10). Those who "are turning" (the present parti-
ciple indicating a work recognized to be now in process) to God. from 
68cf. Paul, in Rom. 15:8-9; Peter, Acts 3:21. 
69so Lalte and Cadbury, p. 177. 
70so Bruce, p. 299; Rackham, p. 254. Calvin, p. 49, translates 
"my judgment is" as expressing his own (James') opinion. The perfect 
passive participle is used of the decrees in 16:4 giving us "the united 
opinion," or "the one mind" of the apostles and elders. 
7lp. J. A. Hort,~ Christian Ecclesia (London: Macmillan and Co., 
Ltd., 1900), p. 80; Knowling, p. 323. 
72Force of the negative present infinitive, Bruce, P• 299. 
73Hort, p. 80. 
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among the Gentiles are not to hnve any hindrance placed upon them, any 
obligation whether as n basis for salvation or for entrance into the 
church. The "rco:p II compounded wl th the verb mD.y foresee the fourfold 
abstinence proposed to facilitate Jewish-Gentile social and religious 
relationships and to display approved Christian deportment.74 
"inform or instruct by letter. 1175 The four things to 
be refrained from are listed with slight variation again in verse 29, 
and in chapter 21:25 where James states them to Paul in Jerusalem at the 
end of his third missionary tour. The Western text omits x.a.1 TCV I.X.'COU 
and adds the negative golden rule, making the decree a purely ethical 
ono forbidding idolatry, fornication and bloodshed, and "reflecting a 
time when the Judaizing controversy was gone and forgotten," according 
to F. F. Bruce.76 
11For Moses0 ••• the reason for proposing these abstentions to the 
Gentiles was to nvoid offence to both Christian and non-Christian Jews 
scattered in every city.77 The variety of interpretations by careful" 
scholars warns against dogmatic conclusion. 
, 
It seems that ya.p intro-
duces a general reason for the proposal James is making. His reason 
focuses the action of the Council upon Jewish-Gentile relations. But 
we cannot avoid the conclusion that the Council also had the wider con-
text of Gentile society in mind as well. So it appears in the later 
74c. w. Carter and Ralph Earle,~~ 2f ~Apostles,~ 
Evangelical Commentary, G. A. Turner, Chairman editorial board (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1959), P• 215. 
75BAG, p. 300. 
76p. 299. 
77Foakes-Jackson, p. 142. 
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Pauline correspondence, especially the first epistle to the Corinthians, 
and the epistle to the Romans.78 
The Solution of the Problem (Acts 15:22-16:5) 
A Delegation Chosen to Deliver the Decision (Acts 15:22) 
1
"E6 -' Ot_.€ is used by Luke in the prologue of the Gospel (1:3) in the 
sense of "de termined."79 K. Lake and H.J. Cadbury say it is a technical 
term in Greek of all periods for "voting" or passing a measure in the 
assembly, having as much ~uggestion of parliamentary procedure in Greek 
as "voted" in English. 80 It is used tw.ice in the letter, once of the 
apostles and elders with the concurrence of the whole churc.~, and then 
of the Holy Spirit as a ·party with the apostles and elders; thus the 
decision rests in the final analysis upon the action of the Holy Spirit.81 
Since the action taken confirmed the position of Paul and Barnabas, 
the wisdom of reporting by a delegation is evident. They wished to . 
bring an end to disse.."1sion. They chose unanimously ('ygvoµgvo 1,c;; 6µo-
6uµo:.66v, v. 25)82 two "leaders," "prophets" (v. 32), of the Jerusalem 
78A fuller discussion appears in~, chapter 2. 
79J. H. Thayer, translator and revisor, !:. ~-English Lexicon 
£1 ~ ~ Testament, by Grimm (New York: Harper and Broth.ers, 1892), 
p. 154. 
aoP. 178. 
81oavid Smith, p. 114, translates v. 28, "It was the Holy Spirit's 
decision and ours,u and explains inn. 4, "A characteristically primitive 
expression. The voice of the Spirit-guided Chur·ch was the Spirit• s will 
articulate." 
82BAG 569 _, p. • 
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Church: Judas, not mentioned elsewhere; and Silas, soon to become 
active as the companion of Paul on his second missionary journey. 
The Decision Written in a Letter (Acts 15:23-29) 
The letter was written by those who had formed the Council (v. 6) 
and alone had been responsible for the decision, o t &.noO'tOAO 1, xcx.t 
o t 1tpe:crl3u-i-e:po 1, o:.6e:Acpo t. 83 This "faultless Aramaic idicm1184 was a 
genuine expression of brotherhood, translated in the New English Bible, 
''We, the apostles and elders, send greetfngs as brothers to our brothers 
of gentile origin in Antioch, Syria and Cilicia. 11 J. F. A. Hort com• 
ments that the wording suggests that they who hold office are to be 
regarded as bearing the characteristics from which the title itself had 
arisen, and that they are but elder brethren to a great family of breth• 
ren. 85 The letter was addressed to the Gentile believers as it concerned 
their liberty in Christ and their obligations in love for tho brethren 
in Christ. 
First, they are put at ease. 0 cc; OU 6 1,E:0't~ l,~\.6:.µe:ecx. (v. 24), 
those who had been teaching disturbing doctrine in Antioch had no instruc• 
tions from the Jerusalem Church. 'Avcx.crxe:uo:.2';:ov-ce:c; means "unsettling"; 
but it also means "reversing what has been done, tearing down what has 
83The Antiochian reading "and the brethren" is clearly an emenda• 
tion" for the Western text supports the B-t:ext, Lake and Cadbury, p. 180. 
84nruce, p. 302, n. 1. Lal<e and Cadbur y, p. 180, however, "it 
would be hard to prove that it is not an idio:n of the koine· Greek. 11 
8Sp. 71. Smith, p. 113, "The Apostles and Presbyters, your brothers, 
to the Gentile Brothers • • • • " 
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been built, or cancelling what has been agreed upon. 1186 It may refer 
back to the church's approval of the reception of Cornelius without 
circumcision or imposition of the law, or the agreement reported by 
Paul in his epistle to the Galatians (2:l-10). 87 It i s clear that the 
Judaizing party did not have the approval of the church. 
Second, they highly praised the devoted ( 1to:.po:.6e:6wxoo 1,) 
ministry of "our beloved Barnabas and Paul," implying full confidence 
i n what they hacl done, and approval of it. Judas and Silas will orally 
report the Council's proceedings as well as deliver the Council's letter, 
Third, assurance is given that the Holy Spirit decided this matter; 
the Council is but His spoltesman. 'Eooi;e:v ya.p 't<{) 7tVC:UµO'..'t 1, 't<{) &.yt~ 
;{a.! r,µi:v (v. 28), 11causa principalis" and 11causa ministerialis" of the 
decrees. 88 The Spirit and the brethren in Jerusalem l~y the burden of 
a positive witness to their faith and a loving concession to their Jewish 
brethren on the Gentile believers. Immediately, the bco:.va.yxe:c; were 
for "mutual intercourse, that Jew and Gentile Christians might live as 
brethre."'l. in the one Lord. 1189 F. F. Bruce suggests that the original 
- 1, 1.., 1, e 
omitted 'tWV before c;mx.vo:.yx.e:c; and read ~1to:.va.yx.e:c; with a.1te:xe:cr 0:.1, , 
"to lay no burden on you except these things: you~ abstain from 
86Lake and Cadbury, p. 180. 
8 \1e identify this meeting of Paul with the lei3ding apostles in 
which they approved his gospel with the famine relief visit, Acts 11:30; 
12:25, so before the Council. Supra, p. 7, n. 11. 
88Knowling, p. 328. 
89lli2,. 
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things sacrificed to idols, etc. 1190 If so, we have a strong imperative. 
"The fourfold prohibition of the Alexandrian Text is no doubt 
original. ,.91 Others have only championed the priority of the \·;es tern 
text with its threefold moral prohibition of idolatry, fornication and 
murder. 92 C. s. C. Williams argues that: the apostles would hardly have 
solemnly decreed 11abstinence11 from ''murder and fornication. 093 The 
Jewish-Gentile situation was such that t:he apostles and elders, directed 
by the Holy Spirit, decreed basic principles of conduct for Gentile 
Christians whereby they would manifest pure devotion to God in contrast 
to their former idolatrous way of life, and would avoid offense to their 
Jewish brethren. 'fhese demands were nothing 100re than the imperatives 
of grace: love for God and for their brethren. Love demands concrete 
action in specific situations and the Holy Spirit directed the church 
to specify these four things in this situation. 94 In the next chapter 
90P. 303. 
9lwilliams, p. 183; so Bruce, p. 44; Foakes-Jackson, p. 142. 
92smith, pp. 671-674. See swnmary in Foakes-Jackson, p. 140. 
93p. 183. It: ;'would be slightly absurd, 0 he says. 
94see Calvin's· brief definition of these demands under v. 19, 
pp. 49-50. Adolf Schlatter, The Church in the New Testament Period, 
translated by Paul P. Levert:off (London:S. P. C:-K., 1955)·, chap. 15, 
pp. 125-138, draws the following conclusions: "the negotiations did 
not conclude simply in abrogation of 1:,.-,e Mosaic Law, but in a gree.-nent: 
about: the demands which the church must make on all her members and the 
observances to be required of every convert11 (p. 130). The decrees were 
not just a theoretical matter; they did not formulate dog;r.a, but regu-
lated behavior of the gentiles and showed them what the Christian ethic 
was. That ethic 0 ori ginat:ed from the aim which inspired the whole of 
the early Church. The first Christians turned to Jesus because they 
renouncetl deliberate sin, devoted themselves to the service of God, and 
made His will their motive and their sin. They gathered round one who, 
as the Author of reconciliation, had prepared an end to human sin and· 
I 
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we will discuss the meaning of the decrees as it appears from the 
literature of the New Testament. 
Fourth, compliance is encouraged. 7 , ·~ For e:v. itpcx.c;e:'te: (v. 29) Bauer 
gives "act ri ghtly, do well, get along wen.1195 Others prefer "do 
right. 1196 With the introductory "necessary things" and the impera-
tive 11abstait,11 we have str ong expressions laying a demand on t hose to 
whom they are addressed. F. J. A. Hort has probably best expressed the 
meaning, "a strong expression of opinion, more than advice and less 
ti1an a corn:nand, respecting certain salutary restraints. n97 It is 
clear that the preservation of unity in the church made compliance 
necessary; and we hava no doubt that the apostles and elders expected 
and received conformity to the decrees; otherwise the rejoicing and 
strengthening experienced (v. 31; 16:5) cannot be accounted for. 
Such unity of purpose and action derives, as we shall see in chap-
ter three, from · the nature of the society of God's people. They are a 
covenant community brought into existence by the grace of God in Christ. 
created a community obedient to God. Hence the prevention .of vrrong-
doing in the Church was secured not by cioctrinal pronouncements but by 
ethical norms11 (p. 130). The eating of food sacrificed to idols wss 
pr ohibited because "entry into the Chur ch involved the complete abandon-
ment of pagan rites. It was not possible to be a guest at Jesus' table 
and still t~ke part in pagan sacrificial meals, nor to pray both to the 
Father of Jesus Ch;..·ist and to Zeus11 (pp. 130-131). Christian freedom 
does not "include the satisfaction of man's natural desire for erotic' 
pleasureu (p. 131). There is no conclusive evidence for the reason 
behind the other two prohibitions (p. 136) but they seem to point to 
opposition to gnostic heresy. 
95P. 705. 
96Bruce, p. 304; Lalce and Cadbury, p. 181. Cf. James 2:8 for . 
similar situation and idiom. 
97p. 83. 
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His grace unites them first to Himself and then to one another, the 
latter union coming only by virtue of the former. They are in agree-
ment and submission to one another because they are subject to His lord-
ship. Their directives carry no authority of themselves; but they bear 
authority as His :c_oyal decrees. They may also rightly be called 11 the 
decrees of the apostles and elders" (16:4) because they are His comis-
sioned officers. 
The Letter Delivered (Acts 15:30-35, 40-16:S) 
judas and Silas, being properly sent off (&.n:011.v6EV't'f:<.;., v. 30) 
from Jerusalem~ do their job with business-like dispatch. The content 
of the letter ls against considering &.rco11.v8EV't'Ec;; in the sense of the 
sending aw~y of an accused person (as in 3:13; 4:21,23; 5:40) as indi• 
cating the representatives of Antioch now returning. It does not support 
the Western text of verse 2 in i ·cs suggestion that the representatives 
of Antioch were tal<en to Jerusalem by the Judaizers for trial. It is 
used in the ordinary sense of "sending away" as in Acts 13:3 of the 
departure of Paul a...d Barnabas from Antioch. It is used again in versa 33 
of the departure of Judas and Silas for Jerusalem when they had completed 
their assignment in Antioch. 
''E'n:lowxa.v (v. 30) is a technical term indicating that the deputa-
tion officially handed over the letter from Jerusalem98 to the assembled 
congregation ( 't"O rc11.fi80<;) of the believers. It brought encouragement 
and rejoicing, tx&.p1100:.v bd 't'Q rca.pa:xk~cre; 1, (v. 31). ilo:.po:.x11.fioc: 1, 
98Bruce, p. 304. 
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anticipates the use of the verb rccx.pe:x&.i\.c:cra.v in the next verse and 
indicates what does not appear in the English, that "encouragement" or 
"consolation" (AV) is the result of "exhortation." Judas· a.i.d Silas 
encouraged and strengthened the brethren (v. 32); their mission was 
accornpli shed. 
After these two brethren had ~etu:rned to Jerusalem, 99 Paul and 
Barnabas remained at ~~.tioch teaching and preaching the Word of the 
Lord. 
As the result of a disagreement between Barnabas and Paul over 
John Mark, the missionary outreach of the church was doubled as these 
two leaders separated, and in the company of new associates, became two 
teams going in two directions. Paul and Silas, one of the envoys from 
Jerusalem, now returned from Jerusalem, began a tour through Syria and 
Cilicia for the purpose of strengthening the churches established there 
earlier. They ''handed over" to them (rccxpe:6t6oaa.v, 16:4) "the decrees" 
( 't'O'.. 6oyµa.'t'cx) "to keep:, ~ui\&.aae: 1,v). Ticxpe;6 toocrcxv expressed the 
authority of the apostles in handing on what they. had received from the 
Head of the Church. Ta. 6oyµcx.'t'<X were wha.1: it: seemed appropriate 
( e6ot;e:) to the Holy Spirit and the apostles and elders to decree 
(15:22,25,28). Lul<e uses 6oyµcx for imperial decrees (Lk. 2:1 and 
Acts 17:7). Authority in the church does not :rest on the legal form of 
her decisions, but on the Word and the inner imperative of the grace of 
the Head of the church. In handing on the decrees, Paul a..,d Silas 
99verse 34 of the Authorized Version is omitted in the B-text. Tne 
Western and antiochian texts should be considered interpolations because 
of v. 40. Lake and Cadbury, p. 182. 
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"enjoined their observance.ulOO {Qu)"&.<1ae:1,v is taken as an infinitive 
of purpose. There is no reason to assume that Luke is not here re-
cording the genuine action· of the apostle Paul, or that there is a 
conflict between this action and the position of independence from the 
Jerusnlem apostles Paul maintains in the epistle to the Galatians. 
Rather, the deliverance of the decrees after the Epistle manifests true 
apostolic authority, and mutual respect. Because of their direct ap-
pointillent · by the Lord they were independent of one another as regards 
c1uthori ty; but when they consulted, they would be in agreeme."'l.t unde;:-
tho direction of the One Lord and One.Spirit. The position of the 
apostle was thus independently supported in the eyes of the Jucia:lzing 
teachers l!nd of the Galatians who had been deceived by them. 
!he setting right of doctrine always results in consolation a..d 
confirmation, strengthening in the faith of th~ body of Christ. This 
leads t o 11increasing in numbers. 0 "Disputes over opinions17 (Rom. 14:l) 
weaken the church. The truth of God received in love gives unity and 
power, so t:hat there is continual fruit-bearing. 
lOOThe Ne.? En~lish ~,~Testament (Oxford: The University 
Press, 1961)~. 227. 
CHAPTER III 
THE SUBSEQUENT USE OF THE D~CREES IN THE CHURCH 
The Judaizers are Officially Repudiated 
Lulce' s account makes the Council of Jerusalem the solution of the 
Juda;.zin~ controve1·sy. l 11The church had definitely decided against the 
Judaizers; and the truth must prevan. 112 But not without a struggle. 
'f"ne turbulence of the storm is still evident ir.. Lulce' s "t.:-anqui l stylen 
as he writes some years afterwards 11when peace had long been estab-
1 ished. But the sto;..T.1 was weathered, and the schism averted. n 3 
The Importance of the Chronology 
The chronology of events related to the Council is pertinent in 
two respects. First, it bears upon Paul's claim of indep~ndence from 
the apostles in his epistle to the Galatians. He rests his claim not 
only on his direct appointment by Christ and instruction by .:-evelation, 
but also on his little contact with them--two visits to Jerusalem meet-
ing only three of than. If one of these visits is to be considered the 
Council, the numerous references to the apostles make it difficult to 
supposa that Paul met only Peter ~.d John of the apostles and James, 
lw. L. Knox, St. Paul and the Cirnrch of Jerusalem (Cambridge: At 
the University Press, i925):--r;p:-1°S8~°'i"8.~ 
2Ri chard Bel ward Rackham, The ~ ~ the Ano.§_~: An ~nosi tion~ 
Limited Editions Li hrary (Grand Rapids: Balcer Book House, 1965), p. 258. 
3~., p. 238. 
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the chief elder. Also, Paul's deliverance of the decrees to tha 
Galatian churches (Acts 16:4) "represents Paul as a delegate of the 
apostles in Jerusalem in a man.,er incompatible with the Epistle to the 
Galatians114 if the Council preceded the writing of the epistle. 
Second, it bears upon tha integrity of the church in the separa-
tion of l')eter and Barnabas fl.·om fellowship with Gentile Christians at 
Antioch under influe;1ce of "certain men who came from James.n The 
decrees plainly implied that Gentile Christians who observed them were 
to be received in fellowship by Jewish Christians~ so the action of 
these three leadars and the whole Judaizing group constituted a breach 
of the directiye of the Holy Spirit through His representatives the 
apostles and elders (Acts 15:28). The report of Paul directed to Peter 
(Gal. 2:11,14-17), though he were an apostle, can hardly be said to have 
cleared the case for the church. For the church to allow such an action 
to go unnoticed would constitute a tacit repudiation of the c':.ecrees and 
would endange1· he1: very life. If the church would not act in such a 
case, we would ask how "schism was avertedn5 and peace achieved. "'£he:.-e 
is no evidence that it uas more than a moral autho.:-ity, but that did not 
l · t l r"'a' ... n6 mace 1 ess .... The church does not l<eep silent when the "real" . 
authority of the Holy Spirit has been ignored. If, however, Gal. 2:1-10 
is identi f ied with the famine-relief visit: of Paul and Barnabas to 
l;'Kirs opp Lake and Hem·y J. Cadbur y, ~ Begi.nnings of Chris t i anitv, 
Part I, The ~~ of the. ~postles: ~ngli sh Tr~nslati o~ and Co~:mentary, 
edited by F. J. F. Jackson and K. Lake (London: Nacmillan and Co., 
Ltd., 1933), IV, 185. 
5Racl<ham, p. 238. See supra , p. 38. 
6Fenton John Anthony Hor t,~ Chri st i an Ecclesia (London: 
Hacmillan ar.d Co., Ltd., 1900), p. 83. 
• 
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Jerusalem (Acts 11:30 and 12:25), and the visit of Peter to Antioch 
followed the :ceturn of Pa1.:1l end Barnabas from the first missionary 
journey at the zame time that the Judaizers extended their activity 
beyond Antioch to Galatia, and Paul wrote the Epistle to the Galatians 
in the heat of t he debate at Antioch (Acts 15:2) 9 then we have progress 
towurds a settlement that ends in averting schism, and brings peace and 
encouragement: to the church (Acts 15:32; 16:5). But "if the Galatian 
letter is later, the cont:coversy is left raging between Paul and 
Peter," 7 ·with no settleme..,t recorded. 
R. B. Rackham describes an intensification of activity by the 
Judaizers following the Council. D0terrnined to defeat the policy of 
Gentile liberty frora the l aw of Moses established there, they followed 
l:>aul to Antioch and wherever he established churches attacking his 
doct:ci ne of salvation by faith c4"1d his ·claim to apostleship. This 
evoked his ietters t:o the Corinthians, the Galatians, and the Rom.:i.ns. 8 
Thi s is difticult to harxr.onize with his statecent that 91peacG had long 
been established0 when Lul<G wrote his accou..,t of the Council 9 if we are 
to date the wri ting of Acts during the first: Roman imprisorunent. 
W. L. Knox objects to this chr onology that it 
leaves unexplaiacd and ine:<plicable the fact that while at Corinth 
St . Paul ' s opponents :l.nclude J ewish Christians of high standing ••• 
yet we have no trace of any attempts to persuade the Corinthians 
t o obser ve the La,,1. This is natural i f the Council w.:is, z.s St. 
Luke r epresents it, the end of the controversy as to cir cumcision, 
7Philip Car4ington, rhe Earl__y_ Christian Chur.ch (Cambridge: At the 
University Press, 1957), I, 106. 
8 Pp. 258, 259. 
9Ibid., p. 238 • 
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and subsequent to the ,rri ting of Galatians, but incredi hle of it 
was sti 11 a living conttoversy at the time of the Epis'cle to the 
Romans.10 
An examination o~ the epistles of Paul supports the conclusion of 
Geors c Ladd that we hear only little of the controversy in the epi st:les.11 
W. s ~naay and A. Headlam express the opinion that in the discussion of 
eating meat and observing days in Romans 14:1-15:13 Paul is 0 not think-
ing of any spGcial body of people, but of special types.n There is no 
special reference to argum<:mts, they say. "Both in the controversial 
porti on anci in the admonitory portion, we find constant remini scences 
of earlier si tuat:ions~ but: always with the sting of contr oversy gone. 11 
Paul is working out the proper attitude of Christians toward over 
scrupulousness a::id over conscientiousness, not because situations "nave 
arisen, but because they may arise. 1112 
Phi lip Carrington has pointed out concerning the Corinthian cor-
respondence tha t: "though J ewish 'apostles' may cr eate divisi on in Corinth 
between Paul a..,d Peter, they do not argue that the Gentile Christia..,s 
should be circumcised and keep the law of Moses. 013 With this we agr-ee 
and find in this fact an indication of the conclusion of an organized 
Judaizing controversy. 
The matter of circumcision in Corinth was not a controversial one 
llGeorge E. Ladd, The Young Chur ch (New Yorlc: Abingdon Press, 1964), 
p. 30. 
12William Sanday and Arthur C. Headlam, f:!:. Cl.· U:i.£& £_.!l£ :e?C.<:.~etica1 
~ ~"lli!.Y. ~ the Epis_l;Je ,!2 ~ Romans (Eclinbu;:-gh: T. & T. Clark, 
1902), special note, 11What sect: or party is referred to in Rom. XIV?a 
pp. 399-403. 
13-b- d l2...· 
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as in Galatia and Antioch. Paul speaks of it in general terms of pel·-
sonal liber ty: "Was anyone at t he time of his call circumcised? Let 
him not see~< circumcision11 (I Cor. 7:18). He gives t he genera l rule 
that one should remain i n the state in which he was called, and uses 
circumci sion as an example. 
Paul's r eference to circu.~cision in Philippians (3:2-5) indicates 
that there was a J uda i zing ele~cnt there, but he makes no attempt to 
oppos e it. Appar ently it was not taken. very s er i ously. 
The question of the observance of days, ?ircumcision, eating and 
d;.·inking in Colosse (2:8-23) was not the result of a Judei zing element 
of the sor t described in Acts 15:1-5, but a combination of Judaic a.~d 
pagan elemcnts, lli and so does not properly fit: into our discussion. 
Our conclusion i s tha t t he evidence from the epistles supports 
Luke 's account t hat the Council gave the offi cial conclusi on of the 
Judaizing controvc.:-sy; that the church accepted the decrees as the 
cha:i:·tcr of Ch.:-istian liberty for both Jew and Gan tile believer; and 
t hat i t "formed in St. Paul vs hands a powerful wea pon whereby t:he 
f reedom, the uni ty and the catholicity of the church was final ly 
achi eved. 1115 Th is str ongly fc.vour s the placi ng of Peter's failure 
ll~c. F. D. Houle , The r:pi s t~ ~ t~ Colossi ans ~ .!:,£ Phi l emon 
( Cambridge: A'I.: t!'le Un.i v~rs i ty Pr e s s , 1957), p . 92 . E. K. Simpson and' 
F. F . Bruce, The Er.,istl. es !£ th~ fphesi a.~ ~ !£ ~ Col os si~ ~ 
(Lo~don: Marshall , Mor gru1, and Scott, 1957), p. 228. T. K. Abbott, 
A Cri t i cal a, .d Exer(eti ca l Com-nent ary on t hG Epist l e s to the Eohe s ians 
; ndto the c;J.·o~ r~ ( Ed i ~ :..-gh: T. &T:-C1;;;i;, 1897'5: pp.° xlviii, 247. 
John Numy, The E;r.;t:lc to the Romans (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishi ng co:-;;-1965), p."""i'73:-
15G. T. Stokes, Th e ~ 2f ~ l!.2ostles, ~ ~ it:o:::'s 2J. ble, 
edited by W. Robertson Nicoll (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1892), 
II, 221. 
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in Antioch and Paul:s letter to the Galatians previous to the Jerusalem 
Council. 
Xdol-Meats in Corinth and Rome 
The discussion in Romans 14:1-15:13 is more general than that in 
I Cor. 8:1-11:l. In Romans Paul is discussing the proper at:titude 
to"ard the censorious or over-scrupulous person in matters of food 
( f3 pwo1..c;) and drink (n:601..c;).16 The vegetarian is probably or.e who 
fears "uncleanness" from meat that: has beGn offered to an idol, though 
not necessarily so. 17 In the first epistle to the Corinthia.~s, Paul 
is replying to questions concerning eating food offered to idols 
and f3pwa 1..c; purchased in the rnarlcet:; se,.·ved at a 
friend's home, or at a feast given by an unbelieving friend hi. the 
iGol's temple. The Co~inthian matter i s, ther efore~ more specific, but 
the treatment is basice.lly the same. 
T"ne question is a pproached as an a.61.&.cpopov calling fo1.· the exer-
cise of the individual conscience and of loving defc:..·ence within the 
church. The fact is, Paul says he is ~ersuaded by Christ in this, that 
nothing is unclean in itself, 18 nor does an idol have any real exist-
ence.19 The mincl and conscience of believers, being unclea."'l, defiles 
16Murray, pp. 173-174. 
17cnarles Hodge, A Cofll!nent ary on t he F.nist l e to the Romans 
(Philadelphia: Wm. s. ;-nd Alfred Na;?ti~ 18585°;-p:-3°i7'7 
18Rom. 14:14; cf. words of Christ, Mark 7:19. 
19r Co-r. 8:4, oloi;v e:'CowAOV. Tnis was ~he insistence of the 
O. T. Deut. 32:21 and Jer. 2:5; 10:15; 16:19; 51:18, etc. 
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evcrything. 20 As the mind and conscienca of & believer may not be fully 
liberated from the bondage of idolatry and ceremonialism) he may still 
lool< on the eating of that which was offered to an idol as an ac t o f 
idolatry. Those who have this weakness a:r0 to be r~ceived into the 
confidence and fell owship of the church, 21 and· each must 11be fully 
assured in his mm mind11 and follow his consci ence ili. respect t o such 
usnges.22 
The determining factor in the exercise of personal liberty in these 
natters is the Lordshir, of Christ over all men. All inwarc motives and 
outward &ctions of a ll believers are governed by the fact that they be .. 
long to ond acl{nowledge the One Lord. Chris tian liberty is not primarily 
to eat and to drink:) but to live a new life dominated by the Spirit o'f 
Goa . 23 The Christian;s objective· will . then be not t o please h imself, 
but to serve Christ by seeking the edification of the weak b1.·other 
(I Cor. 10:23) and the peace and unity of the church o f Christ (Rom. 
14:17-19). 
In I Cor . 10:14-22 Paul uses the Lord~s Supper in a significant 
20John Calvin, The Eoi stles 
1_hess..?..l:.2£~ (Grand Rapids: Wm. 
Ht<. 7:21-23 and Titus 1:5. 
' of P~ul to the Romans and to the 
a. ~m~s:-f961)~.299-.-~ 
2lrra.pa.A.a.l.li3&vc:08c: 11:rec~i ve into full Christian intercourse and 
rel lowshi p. 11 Sarlday and Headlam, p. 384. Used of God receiving man, 
Ps . 27:10. The impe:nrtive rests on God~s having received him (Rom. 
14:3) . Used of Chri s t and the Church in receiving, Rom. 15: 7. This 
is the reasoning of Peter and the rest . at the council. 
2211The injunction (v . 5), ref ers not simply to the ri i i}.t of private 
judgment but the demand. " Murray, p. 178. 
23T. w. 1'1anson1> "Roma.l"\s, 11 P~~ ~~nta r.Y £a the Bible. General 
editors, M. Black and H. H. Rowley (Loncion: Thomas Nelson and Sons, Lt d., 
1962), p. 951 . 
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argumen.t for carefully "shunning the worship of idols. 1124 The "loaf" 
( \ JI ) E t.c; O:.p'tO(; of the comr~union demonstrates the unity of the church 
(Ev owµa,v. 17). Ewµa in distinction to a&.pl; contains the thought 
of unity; "it .:efers to an organism. 1125 Israel believed that the wor-
shtpper in eating of the sacrifice was i n fellowship with God, to whom 
the sacrifice wcs made; likewise when they turned to idols (Lev. 17:7). 
Pagm1s sacrificed to demons whi ch were no gods (Deut. 32: 17,21; 
Ps. 96:5). So they who sacrif i ce to them are "in communion with demons 
• , (are ) partners of , belong to the world of evil S?iLits, (are) 
connected with the powers of da.:-kness. 1126 It is impossible to be in 
corr.munion wi th Goel and the powers of d&ri<J.1ess at the same time. By con-
trast the Lord's Supper demonstrates the horrible character of i dolatry 
and is a st1.·iking ex.ample of the necessity to "make a practi ce of flying 
at once" from it.27 
The final appeal is ~ade for a voluntary limitation of t he exercise 
of personal liberty for t he glory of God (I Cor. 10:31) and t he salva-
tion of both Jew and Gentile (I Cor. 10:33) according to the example of 
Christ (I Cor. 11 :1; Rom. 15:3-13) • . 
Conclusion: Paul has not met a Jew-Gentile problem, as the Cotmcil 
24F. W. Grosheide~ Commentarv on the First Enistle to t he Corinthi ans 
(Second edi tion; Londo;: Marshall-; M;rg~,-;~Scott, Ltd7°, 1954), p. 230. 
25
.lli.£.., p. 232. 
26 1· "d 
~., p. 236. 
27Archibald Robe):"tson and Alfred Plurr.mer, A Criti cal anci ~: ·e getica l 
Commenta ry .2!l t h~ E!.!2.!. ~istle ~ ~ 3:.2 E.lli:. .£2!.!E.t:hians in T~ 
Inter national Critica l Commcntnry, edi ted by S. R. Driver, A. Plummer, 
C. A. Briggs. (Seco~d edition; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1914), p. 127. 
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had, but a stl.'.'ong-weal< Christian problem. The question in Corinth con-
cel·ncd those 11accustomed to idols" (8:7). Paul shows that the matte.: 
rests on the Christian's relation to God. The coram.a...d is "sl·.un the 
wo:.:ship of idols11 lest you ;'provoke the Lord to jealousy. 1128 !lather 
than invoke the decrees of the Council, Paul has defined the principles 
behind the Council's action. He may have been i.nfluenced in thi.s direc-
tion because he is not combatting a problem of social relations betwee.. 
J ews and Gentiies, but a problem of moral influen.ce of one Christian 
upon another. As the decrees had called for submissi on one to another 
in love to ·prase1·ve the organic unity God had est:abiished be'.:ween Jew 
and Gentile by the gift of the Spirit, so now Paul defines the principles 
involved, calls for everyone to be persuaded in his o,~ mind, a.~d to act 
in love for the glory of God, the salvation of men and edification of 
the church. 
Immorality in Corinth 
Paul discusses immorality after the surpxising introduction, "All 
things are lawful for me, but all things are not helpful ••• but I 
will not be enslaved by anything. 11 (I Cor. 6:12). He seems to place 
the appetite for food and immorality in parallel as both &.61,a.cpopa. 
possibly because the Gentile Corinthi.ans practically did so; but im-
mediately he distinguishes clearl y betwee.1 them. Food and the stomach 
were made for one another. But both are of te.nporal significance only, 
for God will bring them both to an end. The body was made, not for 
28r Cor. 10:14,22. The latter quotes Deut. 32:21. 
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sensual satisfaction, but for the Lord. It belongs to Him; its goal is 
not in itself, nor in time; for God will raise it up. The oody is not 
for destruction, but for transformation~ for glorification. 29 It ceas~s 
to be <j)uxi.x.6v a..'1d becomes nve:uµcc:ux6v (1 Cor. 15:44). At the 
present: time it is joined to the lord as His '.:emple. The one who enters 
into fornication joins his body, not just al.1 organ of ti1e body, to a 
harlot, accol"ding to the ordinance of God (Gen. 2:22-23), wh<a=ther he 
~onsiders it: so or not. Ko/1./\.0'..W is used in verse 18 c;to exp;:ess a loyal 
a.id permanent adherence, resulting in a complete spiri t-ual ur..ion11 ,-ri th 
God.30 Paul has stated unequivocally the permanent prohibition of 
fornication for the Christian because it is completely out of hat-mony 
with the natu~e and goal of his body and the institution of marriage. 
"Shun irmnoral U:y" (pre~ent impel"ati ve). "Do not stop to c!ispute 
about it. So also of idolatry, which was so closely allied with 
impurity, x. 14. ri31 Rather, nGlorify God11 (ao;.·ist imperative, x . 20); 
a "sharp p:racti cal injunction° enforced by . 6~ , meaning "Be sure t o 
glod fy God. u32 
We should not be surprised at the placing of a permanent prohibi-
tion beside a temporary request for abstention in the decrees of the 
' r , Coun cil, or next to an a.o i.a.cpopov as in tnc first epistle to the 
Cor inthians. Nor should we seek a narrow definition of such as "breaches 
29Not:e the contrast: between awµa 
15:37-38,50. 
30Robertson cl."1.d Plumme:r, p. 126; 
31Robcrtson and Plummer, p. 127. 
32Ibid., p. 129. 
a&.p~ 
... 
·.: 
and XCX. l. a. i.µa. in I Cor. 
cf. LXX, 4 Kings 18:6. 
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of Je,-1ish mar;:-iage lc'.i.7 (Lev. 18). 113_3 Israel 9 s depo~tures from the 
Covenant God usually involved both idolatry and i~~ncrality.34 1:~cy 
went: hand-in-ha..-.d in pc'.igan religion which sprang from maniz t·~bellior. 
ag~inst God and his deification of his o~r.~ passions (Rom. 1:18-33). 
Thus they are cl osely related in their underlying principle as well as 
in their outward manifestations. Paul places them side by side at t:hc 
head of his lists of enslaving sins that bar meri from the Kingcom of 
God (I Cor. 9:6; Rom. 1:24,26-27; Gal. 5:19). In writing to the 
Thess.:::.lonians (1 Thess. 4:3-12) he says, w.,'his i s the will of God, your 
sa.-.ctification: that you abstain from i rmnorality." He then e:,r.horts to 
go on in loving the brethren. So again he hc:is placed a p.:armanent: moral 
injunction side by side with the n1a.tter of brotherly love, for this is 
a primary matteL distinguishing Christian morality from pagan moTality. 
In the final picture of restored paradise we have the contrast that 
"outside are ••• f ornicato~s ••• idolators. 0 (Rev. 22:i5). 
Idolatry a..d Im.~o~ality in Asia 
Three references in the letters t o the Seven Churches in Asia, 
Rev. 2:6, 14"15~ 20-25~ reveal a problem of a differ ent nsture from 
that in the Acts of the Apostles and the Pauline epistles. In the 
Asia., churches idolatry and immo.:-ali ty were being subtly encouraged 
as they had been in the Old Testament by Balaam anci Jezebel. 35 The 
33p. F. Bruce. The Acts of t h~ ARost: l es: The Greel< Te~t wi t:h Int ro-
~tion ~ Commen~c:;y(S~l";de;fftion; London:fhefynd;r;-Prn;, 1952), 
p. 300. 
34Ex. 32:6; Num. 25:1-3,17; I Kings ll>:24; 15:li, etc. 
35Nurn. 25:1-3,17; 31:16; I Kings 16:30-33; II Kir.gs 9:22. 
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accusation is in t he language of the Counc il decrees: t~e false teac~ers 
are "beguiling my servants t o practice immorality and to eat food s acri -
ficed to idols. :: Those who are thz-eatoned wi ti1 deatr. if they <lo not 
repent (o:,1:ox:re;\,16:3 EV Sa.v&.-rc.p, v. 23). Tne doct:i.· ine seems to have 
been espoused by a group l<nomt as the Nicolaitans which had been con -
demned by the Chu;.·ch of Ephesus, but persistently f ollowed in Pe:.· garr.os 
a.id Thyatirc1. 36 It was almost impossible to live in Asia in th1ai last 
quarter of t l,e fi:cst Christian centu.:-y and not be involved in this p;.·ob-
lem. 37 The I mnerial government had ranged itself definitely in opposi-
tion to the church of Chdst. Perga.-nos, a Temple-Warden since 29 B. C., 
was the center of the Imperial cult. The test o f l oyalty recognized 
alike by publ:i.c opinion and govcrnreer'.l: policy was willingness to offer 
incense to the Imperial god, the Divine :E:nperor. Those who refused were 
conden-.ned to death a s enemies o f the state.38 In t he rapidly growing 
c ity of Thyatira membership in the business guilds was essential t o 
oaii.11.:ahi.ing one 7 s business aT'ld social position. These guilds were all 
dedicated to patron d0it:ies and <;:he condition of memcership was willing-
ness to j o in in the worship of the deity t..'1rough the sacrifi c ial meal 
?'" 
-'
0 R. H. Charle::: , /'. Cr:l. t i co.1 f¥1cl ~ege t ica l Cor:-::1c· .tar..Y_ on the 
Rev '<'! J. a ti cn cf St . J ohn h1 The In.:el~nation a l Cr i t icni Comm;;;nto.:: v , edited. 
by s . R~ o'ri ve.:-, A Ph~'Tl!iler andc.A. Briggs ( Edin.burgh: T • . & T. Clarl;, 
1920), I, 6l~. James Moffatt, 11Reve lation, 11 in EXP£:_5ito1· 7 s G:-eek Testa -
ment, e<iited by W. Robertson Ni coll ( New Yorl<: Hodder and Stoughton, 
'ii:-ci:-)j V:, 357. 
37charles, p. 69. 
38w. M. Ra:nsay:i Tile Letters to 1:hc Seva.'"i Churches o f Asia : &d 
The ir ~ ill~ E_l_~ of. ~~ 8,Pocalypse ( New Yo:..·k: Geo:..·ge H. Dore.., 
Company, n.d.), pp. 283, 293-294. 
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which all too often ended in unbridled licentioi.:sr,ess. 39 The Nicolai-
t ens pLoposed bToad compromises with the established usagos to retain as 
much as possible of established social and political onter and atter.1ptecl 
uto reconcfle contradictory principles in practical conduct through 
subtle philosophical reasoning. 1' 40 W. M. Rarnsay has forrmileteci the 
problem: 
Should th0 Churd-1 accept the existing for.ns of society a..-.d social 
1..mions, or decla re war ageinst them? Should Ci.-,ristianity conform 
to existing~ accepted principles of society, or should it force 
society to ccnf~rm to its p.inclples?41 
He answers with equal precision~ 
nothin g could have saved the i~fant Church frcm m0i tir.g at.·ray into 
one of t~ose vague and ineffective schools of philosophical ethics 
except the stern and stj:ict 1·ule that is laid dow.1 heTe by St. 
John. L,2 
"The Chri.stian could not comply with a de1n:md ~-1hich was expressly 1.'1acle 
to test his fai tl~. rA3 
This was no longer a matter of conscier~ce in the exercise cf 
Christian liberty as at Corinth. Participation in these p~gan rites 
under these circ~'7lst:an.ces meant identification. with pagai.-.ism against the 
lord o f the Chu:..·ch, as adop~ion of cixcumcisio.L in the J"uc.aizing cont:.:-o-
versy in Syria and Galatia in the days just before the Council would have 
391.!?i£., p. 346. Cha~les, p. 70. 
L;OR3.msay, p. 299. Cf. Pater 9 s condemnation of a similar si tuati~n~ 
II Pete,: 2: 1-3. 
41Ramsay, p. 350. 
l;2.J..2.!£. ~ p. · 300. 
43-lbid. "45 
-- ' p • .J • 
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meant: "tu.:ning to a diiferent gospel)u being " severed from Cn.:-is~11 
(Gal. 1:6; 5:4). 
Conclusion: Toe Neaning of the Council vs Decisio:i. 
Out stand i n g in the histozy of the a postolic c:iu.:::-ch is t hi s a pos-
toli c conv~~tion a t Jer usal e m and t he spixl t and ~h e raar~,er i n 
which i t settled the grea t question rega,.·cErLg what was ne cessary 
f or salvatio::. and t hus f or rr.e:mbe:rsnip i n t h e Christian c:11...rch. 
Underlying the ~mt fre s i t uati on c:.nd the wo.y i t wes hand l ed 1:as 
t he c onvict: · on that: t he cllu1·ch wes cne';) n o matte!.'" how many and 
how widely s catt e r ed t hrougi1out the wo1· ld wer e i t:s n:embc;:-s • • • • 
J ews and Gentile s rem<li:r.ed one church·; a ::clgh t and Chr i sti an 
!!J.._S)dus v i vend i was esta blished. • • . Their living together in 
full uni t y was medi ated by Christ ian love in the dorr.ain of libert:y 
in the adia phora or nonessentials. t.,4 
1'wo significant elements in the life of the church corae to Hght 
in the meeting of the apostles and the elders in Jerusalem. They are 
comple::icnta:ry and de terminative. The first was the consciou sness that 
the church had come into bei.i.g by the wondrous act of God in gra. . ting 
to Jew and Gentile alike the grace of repentance ar,d the gift of the 
Holy Spirit through faith in Jesus Christ • . By h~ s conclusion~ "says 
the Lor<l, who has rnude these things lcnown from of old, 17 James drew 
attention not only to prophetic stateme::.ts, but to the oxdcr, consis-
tency and certa inty of all Divine activity to the end of one universal 
people of God.45 The rejoi c ing of Jerusalem~ J4.tioch, Syria and Sa~~ria 
over God's ~rcmti ni repentance to ti1e Gentiles indi cates that t h is aware-
ness of their beins was not: limited to the apostles~ but was common to 
L~4R. C. H. Lenski, The I i-~t c!'nreta'.: icn o:;; t he Ac t s of t;h e Ai;,os~les 
(Colur.ibus, Ohio: Luthcrai,.-Bo~oncern, ief34),-i;:--ssr.-~ ~-~ 
{~5ri. Ba ur.igarten, n~ ~ 2.£ ~ ~ostJ.~ : or I~ fil story .9.f. ~ 
Chu rch la El!£. !:_P,o.s t oJ..i.£. Age, trar.slated_ from the German by A. J. W. 
Horrison (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1863), n, 45. 
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the v~st majo:..·i ty, even the circumcision p.:irty by Peter~ s persuasion. li.6 
'£he other was the convi ction that t:i1is unity must be preserved a:i.d 
become inc:.:-e~singly evident. 'ihe shapir .. g of the "Israel of God1•b,7 r.iust 
be accomplished by a rticulating the imperatives of grace, not the estab-
lishment of a.., outward form. The latter would 11pervert the gospel • ., 
By the former alone could a unif ied body emerge, for '1uni on car. only 
be attained where it proceeds from an internal unity of Christia.11. con-
sciousness. ;il;S The problem was not: local, but 11as bi..·oad as t h~ disper-
sioa. 1149 It could not be solved by a me::e n1.:emporary co:.1pror.1ise, 11 but 
must be 11a charter of l iberty f or cc.1.t i nual 1 i vir,g. u50 11The parti cular 
subject of debatc~-circumcision--had on ly a temporary signif i cance, hut 
the princi plcs involved wei;e funciarr.e:itel and perpetual. 1151 The Gen'd les 
mu s t understar,.ci " that the new method of seeking after Goel included t hat: 
co::1plete severance from t he religions of the Gentiles which (severance ) 
46Acts ',.1•.18·, 13•!. 8• "5•ln 
• } • J. • Jo 
!.,7Ga l. 6:16. Togethe:;.· J"cw and Gentile form one 11:oAt'te:uµa of 
heaven, Eph. 2 :19; Phil . 3:20. 
l;8r".ugustus Ncander, _tl}. sto!X 2f. 3:b..~ l'l an.!_i.:13 ~~ T:ra:i.ni!}._.~ 91. ~ 
Chdsti an Church by the Aoostles., t;:anslated f rom t he third ed i tion of 
the original Ger m~ b~J. ·E. Ryland (London: Henry G. Bohrn, 1851), I., 
127. 
l..~9A. T. Robertson, T.he Acl:s of the AtJos tl e s , Vol. HI in Hord 
Pictures J& ~ ~ 'l'est;;;;ni (Na~ville:Jt.?<;~°J;:an P;_·ess, 1930°):-;. 23 7. 
SO!oid. ~ p. 2M. f:.obsrtson s ays the pres..mt active infinitive 
<DU/\.0:.00E 1, v (.\cts 16;!.:.) a ccents the co:i.tinual aspect. I have used 
!{obertson~s woi;ds in quotation ma:rlcs, but with a differen t vie,,·. Hi s 
view was that the dec:;:ees were pet"T.lenenti mi ne is tha t ti1.e ncharter of 
libei:ty was f or continual living" but t hat t h e actual :cequire.-ne::its may 
change. 
51Raclcham, p . 238. Cf. Carri ngton, I, 105, for similar view. 
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was inculcated by th0 law) 1152 and must, ~n loving conc2ssion -;::o the:i.r 
J ewish brethren b:..·ought up undc:i:.· the law:; abstai~1. from acts offending 
their cor.sci ences in rcspzct of t he law. At t he s c1me t imz? t :rte Jewish 
br~thr-en must: receive t he Gcnti10s into fellowship, f or i t i s n ot cere-
mony tha t r mnoves barriers between. man end God a11.d bzt:'<,reen mar. a.."1d ma..""t:; 
but the Spirit of God by the blood of Christ (Eoh. 2:13-18). 
It therefore npieased the Boly Spirit ar.d t he apostles and the 
elcicrs:g to lay four 0 necessary things'1 on the church. .John Calvin says 
th.:it tho nccessi ty erose f:i.·om the· dange:::- of destroying the unity, and 
thnt the action t al<en was in a ccord ·with Sc:-ipture. 
So , p:..·o;:,crly spcalcing9 tb.;.t: nec~ssity was accidental er extrinsic, 
tn~t is to say, it did not depe:1d o~ tne substance, b~t o~iy o~ 
c void .. ng a stu;nbl ing-bloclc. t,..,..,,d it is seen mor e clea;:ly fl·c,m the 
im:.ncdiate a b;:o~ati on of the decree •• 
They e.rc e:nploying a :remedy whi ch wiis suitable fer p:ro;:noting 
brothcri.y p:..~ce and concord a.song the churches, so t i1clt the 
Gentiles mny a ccor..:nodate themselv~s to the :i~ws. But, if any-
thing else, we sha.11 certa inly ad:nit that it is ~n a ccords.ri.ce wit:h 
t:,c Wo:.;d o f God fo:c love ( cc1ritas) t:o bes.:- :rule amo11.g us in neut:ral 
tli ines$ wlli c,1 .:ire in tl-:0msei. vcs 1..mciGr no rest:d.ctiori'.i be direct ed 
according to tl:e rule o:: love. To sum up, if lov<= is th2 bond of 
perfection and the end cf the Law, if GocP s corr.ina:1d is fc:: t ~e 
fai t hful t:o z::::r:!.ve after mut:u£.l unity, anc fer each one to sei·ve 
hi~ nei ghbors fo~ t:~ei ~ edification, nobody is so igno=ant as not to 
see thclt what the apo~tles enjoin here is c ontained in th<:! Wor~ of 
God ; only t:hcy adapt the general rule t o t heir o·-;n ::imes. 
Moreover • • • i :::: was a politic law:, in o::cicr to provide rao sn;;:.re 
fo;..· co:iscienccs9 and introduce r,o i'.:icti t:.ous ,torship c f God; t wo 
faults i n human tradi t:i.ons which a:ce condc.uncd all t i:r,;ough 
Sc:ripture. • • • Let the z-ea~ers g.:-.:..sp • •• that tl,e apostles 
c!o not go beyond the limits of the Ho.:d o'i: God, when they propose 
an extern.al l a·w9 a cco:.:ding t o the ci:ccumst::a.:.ccs of the timc:1 by 
which t hey may reconcile the churches wi t:1 ea.:h othel.·. 53 
53~ ,'\('~!:_~ .£>.f. t:10 At2..:it.1~~~:, in £..~lv}.~)~!i ~~~:, tra nslated 
by J. W. F!'~sor; edited by David W. end Tnom~s F. Torrance (Gra~d Rapids ; 
Wm. B. Ee.:c..-:ians Publishing Compar,.y~ 1966), II, 55-57. 
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When 1:iaul grants liberty t o eat m~at offered to idois at Co::-i:1th 
'i:'he facts do not p1:ove any c.iisc:cepe.ncy be.:-;1.ncn t:h2 apostles gatn0r e d 
in Je;.·usa l em and Paul ; nor that the decisions of t:·1e cou . . cil we::-e 
not obli gatory on the c hurch. They cnly se::ve to explai n the true 
intent and meaning of those decisions. '.Ci1ey show, l. That there 
was no pe r manent mo:i.·al u;:ound f or the prohibition of meat offere<l 
to idols. 2 . l'ha t the ground of the prohi b :. tion h<)in :;; e xpec.tie:-Lcy, 
it. was o~ neces.;;ity ·emporary ~nd limiteci. It had rcfe:,·e n ce to 
Christia ns in t he midst of those to uhor.1 eat ing such mec1t ,;-~as an 
abomination. It thcrefo:i.·e ceased t o be binding ·whenev~r and 
whereve;; the g1·ounds of prohibition dici not cxist. 54 
?aul was laying solid foundations f or mat:uri ty in t h e churcl1 f e r 
all time. The Council had deal t with .a n immediate situatio::i. of deli ce.te 
n.iture) and they were led of the Ho l"y Spiri t t o malcc spec ific 11clecrces 11 u 
for th;;i acl1i evement of peace and uni t y in t he church. !-ioweve:c ~ t he cl1urch 
is to be subject to the Lord and t o one another in the Lord, not: t o regu-
l,1tior.s (Eph. 5 :21; 3amas 4; 7 ; Col . 2 : 20-23). He was laying the 'basis 
for development of individual and community conscience b~fo~~ God in the 
li ght of a n(?;W situation. rinccrees0 ri:ay be nec essa~y in pa:ct:icclar 
situations, ·out they are not to become a sui:>stitut:e for the consc ience. 
The n they become a goal instead of a means. 'G1e c hurc h must l<ee p hersel f 
free c f a substitute lord. · Eve~y act of the individual and the com-
munity must be perfor..ied as in the presE:.\ce of God . Paul has emphas i z e d 
this ~n pointing out the seriousr.css oi cne 0 s acticns: t o ca..:se a ;;.:e~l< 
brother t o sin aga i nst his conscience is not just a sin against ~im, but 
against the Lord who died f or hi,n (I Co1·. 8:9-12) . 
Life is never stati c. The outward patt:er~1. of th.a church's life 
must change t o meet the Lc.rd 9 s imperatives relat i v e t o a changil1.g worlci, 
5l~Cha1.·l es Hod ae An E:{vosi t i on of the F i r st: Eo i s tle to t: e <.)' - _ _ _ ___ _ _... __ _ 
Corinthians ( New York: Robert Carter. and B:::-othe;:-s, 1857)) PP• 135-136. 
I-
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just as the church in th.a New 'fest.:iment changed frorc, J crus~l0m to Antioch 
~o Galatia to Co:.:-inth to Rome to Colosse clad to the Sevc . Churc~1~s of 
Asi~. Her consta,.,t ccncern must be? as when Antiocl1 sc;.ight the counsel 
of the _ apostles ~nd elde;.·s at J erusale:n, tha t the people of God:-, hav ing 
dete;:-min~d ·wh.:it pleased the Spirit, subrni t one t o another in love, and 
.:ct a.""ld speak with one voice ~s :1the one new man·1 in Christ (Eph. 2 :15) 
in o~der that all men may oe saved (I Cor. 10:33). 
CHAPTER II/ 
THE PEOPLE OF GOD, A COVENANT CCHMUNITY 
Covenant Relation Established: The Cov:ainnnt of Creation 
The 1·oot s of the Christ" an chur ch lie in the fi..·st s ociety Goe 
established, in Ecicn . "The Lord God planted a garden, 17 and 11the :i..ord 
God t ook the m~m and put him i n to t he garden11 ( Gen. 2 :8, 15). 
was a pl a ce spec ially prepared whc:;;e Adam lived wi t h Gori, ca ::ing f or 
the garden .:iad having dom:nion over God 's c:..·eatur~s ( Gen. i:28) . Th::. s 
"G~rden of Goel" (Eze!<. 28:13; 31:8,9) was more than a place, it w~s none 
othc:. than the state of m:1n's f.:-ce, unbroken fcllowshil.") with God. As 
Luthe.: said, ''if nature had ren:ained perfec t~ l?arad!se woul d have bee:.. 
the tcraple vf tne entire world. 111 
•• dam;s life was dirccteri by the specifi c word of ?"ev~lal:ion ai.,ci h~s 
corrJ!it..:ni on wiei God. Ha also possessed the la"t-7 of . God inscribed on his 
hec_.. t ( RorJ. 2: ll;- 15). Thi_s nprimary': l.;lw, ofte11. refe 1:.·rec to ~s Hnatu:ral 
lawa is "not merely perceivable ·n nai:..ira!) much ler.s p::-oduc ed by natu~c, 
but rather it is a law _detel-minative of it.·a 2 It is the ~;;;pres sio.r. cf 
1l-fartin Lt:the 1.· , Lectu:re~ .2£. Genes_i s ~:'!apt or.2, 1- 5~ in Lu t :1crg s Ho~~~~, 
edi tcd by 3 e.ros lc:v l?eU.1<.::n, t :..·z.nslatecl "uy Gco.:-ge B. Schie!< (S~ . Lo.2.is: 
Concorclia Publishi ng House, 1958) , i, 230. Lut ae~ connected the institu-
tion oi the chu:· ch ,ri t h the c o!iul1a.,d God placed on Adam conco:-nin.g i:he 
t:..·ec of the knowledge of good c:r~d evil. Ead not sin en~ercd, t:1.is tree 
woul d h.n.ve bo0,t t h<n place of worship, afte:;:- ::,a,."\ haci :refreshed himself 
irom t~e t ree of life, pp. 105- 110. 
2E. F . Kev'-J.,, :<ee2_ ill.§. ~ ~ ~d'1}_2r~~- (1.c. don: The 1.'ynd<:lle Pi:esss 1964 ) , 
p . 6. He pref e::s :;primary law11 t o avo id conc l~si on that this law ! s t he 
result of manvs natur~. 
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the will of t:10 S0vo1·eiga C:rc.:itor, :'the Lo:cd Godn of G:?~esi s 2 z.r.tl 3:1 
being 11a transcript of his lov0 as well of his ~1oi.iness. ~13 !t p:-oduce d 
in man "the awareness of the sovareignty of ti1e Creator ~-:ho ~1.:.!s the 
:.:-ight to co~anci ·.:he spiritua l beings uhom h e has ma<lc in hi s m-m 
. i·'· i mage. ,..., This l&w "was at no t i:ne a mea~.s of se-:u::-ing life, i t was 
t he a>,;press ion o :i: a life t hat was a l ;.:caciy -poss:::ssed. Goci g~v-= :nan 
spir tuc.l li:i:e c:ncl tilen gave him his lc;.H. nS This iaw c;is the same :.n 
substanc e with t~1e c1eca!.ogue.n6 It bore witness to his nat:uz-e as the 
imar;e oz God~ &rLd uas t he primc.:ry inst:rume::it to his dcv elo~:;mer:.t of true 
1 ibcrt y . 
But ,i frecclom is pre-eminently the powe:r to obey Goo beccn.:sc of one ? s 
t:ruct in rim. ,i7 Thcrefo .. ·e ; "the Lo:;:-d God placed a coffi!Tl,inc:i upor. t he man. ;t8 
By impos:.r.g a limi t.:1 tion upon his cr<::aturely frcedor.1, Adam's Creatol'." a .. d 
Lord designed to c~ercise, develop end test hi s capacities for ~oral end 
re~ igious atta inr.1e1t.9 The commandment conc er~ed ch, arbit~ary and 
4-b · · l 
~ ., p. :.. 
19. 
SE. J. Young give3 thi s as a li t eral 1.·enciering of the Hebrev 
Oi1':i1-7 Y , ~·,1 . 'J'.he Study of O!.d '.Ce~;t.::rnc;nt TheoloJ!Y Totjay (London: 
"'r , ... ,. - - : - -- ---- -- - --James Clarke & Co. ~ Ltd., 1958), p. 41. 
9s. R. Ddver , ~ Book .2.f GenGs i s ,1ith Introciuc::io , a"·!.d K::ites, 
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indifferent mat e.er added t:o the :nor~l law written on the heart:, end 
conc""ntratod on a s ingle point: Woultl man ocey God impli c itly or wouid 
h f 1 • 10 .c o_J.ow the guidance of his own judgment. 
The con;:uand was enfot·ced by t:he <lea th penalty which would r,ot faii 
Of appl·i·~~·t·_'on. 11 
- ... • No pL"omise of reward f or obedience is ne~·.t~on:::c~ but 
it may b e assumed as Coi:.:-osp01 ding t o the penc..lty . Although ~he law 
wri t:ten upon the heart could not sccu:ce life, yet the Lo.:ci Goe raay n:e~<:e 
the 11sr::nt or life raised to its highest ciavelo.Jment of p<::rennial bliss 
ancl glo;.·y" a rewa,:d foz- pc:i:fact obedience of Eis se;:-ve.,t: unde .. • tr:al. 12 
As the ~crvant of God, Adam had no basis to hope for iucreased satis-
faction o:c :..·ewa .. ·d except o;.1 the g:.."ound of a special pxomisa of God, fo.: 
We:,tm:·.nstc .. CommGnt:a,:-ics, ecii ted by Walte;:- I.ock (8th ed.; London: Hethue:1. 
& Co., Lt<l·.-,-19li),~L 
lOL. Be-rk:1cf, S 7StCT·'~t5.c Thcologv (3rd ec!. revised cu"1.d ~-i. ... e::·gec; 
G:.::-ar.c :1a,ids: Um. B°~;~;';-i=;"s" ·~£fG:;-fng Compe.ny, 19b,5), pp. 2::.6-217. 
So .:tlso A. A. Hod::,e, Out:l inc.~ o-f. TI1ec:i.o~y, .. -~~·rci tten ar.o e::.large d 
(G:..·a,,d ?.apids: ,,;r:i~ B. -E;:.~;;;-s--P.~tbllihin~ Conpany, 1957), p . 312. 
l lnAs su:...· ely · as thou 0i1tcst thc:.-.·eort, ( Gl'.;n. 2; 17). 'Close conjur,.c-
·::ion i.n tim<:: is fi~uz-.::.tiveJ.y used "20-r inev:'L t able evcnt-...11:.t:o::.1.. n Gee:;:-hardus 
Vos., Bi bHcal T;10olo~v; Old a.'1.ci Nmr :restc:m:mts (Grar~d Rapids: Wm. B. 
E<::rdrnans p{.ibli~~ing c(;r,1p;ey,-i9l;.·~;r;· p. 49:-
1230:;:-khof, p. 2:!..6. '<'or fur::he:..- discussicn of t:,c disti. cticn betue-=n 
the natu,:al ru.-:J the covcn~!:i:cll .. ~e1ations'1i p between God and Ad,am, ~ee 
p. 215. Be=khof fu~theL desc~ines t~e i~plied p::omise or life as c on• 
sisting in 1~·i.:he rercoval of all limitations t o ,;1r:ic11 Adan: wes st:Ul s~b-
ject, tl-:.e i·ais:ing o~ his life to its hie;hest d~r9:ee of pe:-:::ection. 1: He 
gives these references: Lev. ::.8:5; ~zek. 20:11,13:,20; Lute 10: 2S; 
Rom. 10:5; Gal o 3:12. Luth~1· dascl"ib.as J1ciam in l1is :nnoce:1.ce as in a 
"middle posii:::~on·; f~om which he could oe c e..-:::- ied t o an hr.mortc:.3.i ty t~i.at 
could not be lost if he obeyed. '.(f :.,e did r,ot obey, 0 :,e ~·7ould become 
the victim of death encl l ose h~s im:no::telity.n I n the sta.tc cf innoce::.ce 
h0 't·Wuld be nurtured anci. m.:itured by eating of the tree o f life so 'cha~ 
we would be rc.:1dy to be car:d.eci to that fin<::l stute of ir:1.11ort:ality. 
Luther do<::s not speak of 0 ::·e,-rerd71 :.n connec tion wit~-: the rc.:ilization of 
that f:inal state of immoz-tali ty (p:;,. 111-113) . 
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servant (Lu~c l/:10). 
f.c.iw-,1~ s ,rclfo:..· e and the dni ly corr..munion with him in Ec.ie::1. :::;t:.·ot,gly sug-
gest t he de :::; igr4 cf t:he con:mc;.::dmc:it was the gocd. purp,:ise cf ~:rcv:1.ding 
occasio::. in r..en °s expc;:ie:.ce for the 'bestoiial c f · 1c1.;.1or!:ali~y. 
good e n d Gou st:.i:-i:-c<l Adar.-, t o obeJie1co by giving him a preirrJ.se of ho~.:: 
corresponding to the tni:-eat. T:here is no z-c~son to sur,pose t hG.t AG~-,1 
did 1·~ot wi 11 ingl y acce pt this of fer and <::.'l.ter in r,ope upo1l ti1e :rcla..:icn~ 
'-. 1~ Su l p. ., 
.Ul ti1e elemen ts of' a cova .. 1,:mt are p::eser.t. l.!~ Tl:e absence of the 
nmne ts ~1.0 a r r;t:mcnt against the :,resenc·e of t he substance.15 '.Che;:-e a:i.·c 
ti-70 con tract:.. r:; part i es: God apiJroaching mer, with a soverc~g.~ dispos i -
tioncd by pi:omisc e11.ci th:reat. We mny call ti,is a covenant 11because 
---------
ll~ili.9_. 11 p . 309. m .tsiu s, p. 35. The signific.?tio:i •1ce,v e:nec~ta ~o:· 
God 's a r.r at:;cmor.t w:lt:h Aclom i n t:dS:.1. (Gen. 2:l5-17) d id not o:dgina~~ wi'i:.1 
· ef o:crr.od, or Fcc.e;:al, t he ol og :.a n.s. AU£,;t!!:t:5. .. -:e ""a.ys, "Nc.u the_ a a:-e rn.1i:.y 
thin:;s calle c.1 Goci 9 s coven.ants besides thos e two gr e ~t o~es, t ::e cld and 
t h C:? neu, w:1ic~1 eS'..'J one ~Jho ple~ses m:1y :;.·ead and kr:.ou . For t ~1e first 
cov;:,.: ant, w11i c~1 we.s made ·,,1· t · the first iTi2'l'l.:i is just t:his: vin the o.:y 
ye eat thereof',. ye .sl·iall surely die. ; Wh er.ce it i s 't-r.ci ~tGn i;.1 the bc.ok 
c a lled :;:;cclcs~ Glsti cu s (15:17) 9 'Ll.i flesh ,·7.:lxe::h old es doth a ga::..-r.1e::.1t . 
Foi: tj,1e cove:.ari.t from the be:-:;i;,'ming is~ Thot. si1alt d~e the deat~1. rn 
.2-'11~. C.U:.Y. g_[ 2~£, ::rencleted by N.arcus Dotls (!'-loce:-n Library ~di tion; 
New York: Ra;:1aom :·ouse9 '.i:nc. , 1950) '> p. 550. 
lSti·, ,..,,~, .;10'"' D 213 ':\J G r-• .. . ..,e " T.aT• r-o,0G"'<: n t ~; Tr.c_- ~res . tmin s t c !' 
\.; - .. ,. .L ~ ... • 0 1 • • • - .!. - a. ' - \. - - ·~- ' 
.!:~~..:1:£,:,;.c,-;,l;_ :I.2.~ l~ X.XVII, 9 . Wal~er R • . oehrs, : Covc.'1.anc and. 
Just:ification i n t..1-\e Old Tcstnn:o:i.t, '~ in Cs>n cord :1.a T.1:eolo d cal l'4ont:~, Iv, 
XXXV ( Oct. 19M) ~ 585. See k'lL;~9 p. 6l;, n. 32a11."d-co;.text.- .. 
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i:gcnt. ril6 
He clo not have tho full pie ure of tl1is covencii."l.t:, hm;rever, i.. tne 
Old Testc.mcm t. As Joim l'.iil t en rigl1tly says, it is unf:.:i:i.r to necilect the 
Now Test:c!ment in intcrp:i.·et:i.r.g ti:ie Old Testen:e.1t or e:::i.y text of tne Ole. 
l'estv.ment. 17 'rho us~ of Adar,1 as n::he figur~ll of Christ (Rc;;i. 5: 12- 20; 
I Cor. 15:21- 22) i s justificc.tion foi: consicicr~ng i1im a covenant cha rac-
ter and tho Z · eni c a • .-,. .mgemen t .:is a covenant. :i.8 The t wo i'. da,-ns schem::J. 
a.,d ti:"1e d:i.v~ne cover:.a.,ts are v:ary c loseiy ir.tez-twined in. Paul" s thought 
pattei.., s, anc:i · old .:i. signific.:.nt I)OSition in his theology. By this 
s cher:ul Paul P.1.akc3 us aware i:i1at 
God clc~ ls ,r th the humen r~ce 1.ot wie1 i ndividue:!.s but i:h r ot,%1:!. 
;.· cn:.·cs:-mtc:-,ti.vc s . '!here i1a ve been, acco::ding to ~~1.e 3ibl e, only 
D;o r e p ost;::r,t e ti ve!;, · nd the se r e p!'e.::.e::itati ves wei:.·e th<::c-:!sel v~s 
men. They wo;:-c the fh~st Ad.:ims the first man, who we.s cf the 
c .::._ th .:::1d c .:::-t hy , but al s o the secor.d Adam, the scconci Hati~ who 
is the Lot"d from heaven. 19 
By this cove na~1t i~dcm stands as the head ar • .:l representa-;ive of man -
him. u20 
16,, . "09 
.-,oe;ge, p. ,:, • Cf. Berkhof 11 p. 2131> f or covena..,.t e:;.erner,.ts i:,::ese..'l.t • 
17 Jol~n ? • i 'lil t:on. Ced; s Cov enant o f Bl ess:.r: '. ( Roe~,: I sler.d : P.ug...is i::ana 
' - --- .. - - --..-.. Press, 1961), p . l,2. D:c. Roer,rs b:.;·ings out ti1is f.!lct throughout his 
c:.rt i c le, es.:,eci.:::lly pp. 584:, 586. re s u:rw1arize s, 1=aere ( i n t:.e Ole! 
Tc::;';:a rr:::-,,-;:) God in.i ti a t.:e cl Hi s i:ul e by en t eri ng a cov.::nu.t n it:h .1:~m in 
whh:h ae juztifi es the ungodly who a ccept His mercy. In ti1e i:Jlocd o f 
the new cov enan~ ali the promises of God i1ave theL Yea a?td A.,ei.,a 
(p. 602) . 
18ra incs p . 10. 
20w t . 35 ,.1 ·sius, p. • Adam was m:1de "a party in a coven.ant by wi.1ich 
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Man is perpetually :ccspcn.:::i ble as the cre:1tu:cc to ackc,o·:1l<i:?d~e, worship, 
trust, l ove, obey God , u:1l sec!:: the fulnes_ of his l ife frc.::. Eir:1. 1:'l:he 
o~ Ch:rist s o t"-.ct cacr1 one m;:..y receive good or evil, occo;:-c.:.ng to ~·7:,a·c 
he has dol1e hi. '::he body~1 (2 Cor. 5:10 ) . 'ihe cov::an'1:1t in EC:en estab-
1.isr eci God's sov~z-eig::i Lo::dship. He i s ' 7jt:st and t::cue0 ir. all His ,.rays 
(Rev. 15; 3). He does not change (Ma· • 3; 6 ) nor ca."l He der!.Y ~;irnself 
(2 Ti 1. 2:13) . He r.-·.;:.y, t1cwevcr, be merciful withii.1 Hi s :,oly ar.d 
righteous will, onc1 the ·;;wo Aciai!ls $Chema9 whi ch is tha CoV€Clw,t a ;:--
Z'J::.n2;cme.i.t , provides t he basis foi· met.""cy to t riur.;r-,h ovc:. jucgi!len;: (Jare.es 
2:13) . 
Ti1e secon(i .t dal'!l ur:.cicrt:a!.<es r ea-sponsi bi l i ty tc becon e ma.11, s ur.;::1i t to the 
l-'athe:;.· 1 s wH:i. even to death to pay t he p,enal ty f or the sins of His p~c, .. 
plc, and so to purchase an elect people to t he 1· :.g~1teousness of faith; 
and Go.:l :cemains just i n gran~ing 1.1~ernal life e s a 6 :l.f-:.: to t hosa who 
._,;e:ce desd in t:;:espasses and sins. 21 This a::xangemc.."tt was rr.~tle b9t,;.;e~. 
the r elation of federal hco<lshi p ·was added to t lnt of !1;,:tu;:-.::1 he.s.dsh:.p. :-: 
'.C. Sp:...~oul , f:...·e l~9.tions S-1 I..~9.~.£['.;Y,. ( Pi ·:.:tsbt:rgil: Meyers~ Sh..:nl~le & Co. 9 
1882) , p. 118. Chap. 9~ Nm1 il'1 Hi s Moral ·Rel~tio., to God. CI·.ap. l Oj 
~!a,,l in His ~cde=al Relation to God. Ver y cle~~ly p~es&nt0d. Pp. 105~129. 
21Phil. 2 : 7-11; r Peter 2:9; Rom. 3:24- 26; Eph. 2;1-9. 
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c;:oss (.J\1hn J. 7). Th~ principle of woz-ks :..·c;m.'."1i,,s also ir. ti°' . .:i.'i: the elG:ct 
people m~,st a tto.i.n to theit he;Hn0ss •,1ithout wh!ch 1,0 msw. shell sc:e tc.e 
Lor~ (Heb. 12 : 14) . 
sovcrel ~.:1.ty tha t is .310:i:'ifiecl i:t"!. the i:runutnbl1; c:ccre:e of el~ct io11. c.nd 
its iz-resisti blc cxccutioa by the Holy Spi:..- ~ t . 1122 Age.in tl-.e:re is cvi -
(k·ncC:? t h a t :; .... 
- 1.. r<!:r.i!.iins ln that a., account si::.all be givan on t he day of 
jud f;1r.cnt uncl ;:ewar.tl will be give:1 according to 1t\·,~1at sc,,.·t of w,,:..·k eac:i 
on~ has don01: (I Cor. 3:13; 1,1at t. 25: 3l;-L:.O) . 
Th-= c:::oss 't-~herc Gad po;.;.rs out all His wrai:~1 0:1. His o::-,ly begot:t0n 
Son i s the fin&l proof o f our thesis t hat GcG has made c~e covencmt 
with ma . rc.:rui:dng cbsolute ooedience upon ?"malty of deat h. 'the penalty 
;.Kiing pcicl, God in g:.ace offc,. s etet·n~l life t o all who corr:e into t ~,at 
covcnc.nt of bl essing. 
Goa's Lordshi? is cc~tral a,,,d conste..~t i4 tac coven~~t . Covenantal 
sovereignty :. s ma.,ifes-;:ed in His l~i, ai.-:.d i t s dual sanc tions e;f cu -.:-se a::.d 
blessir:z, p:::o:dse .::ind threat. The c::aventual visi ta:::ion of 'bo th se..r,c tior:s 
in t : e red~:n!)ti ve jucig,-:icnt con:mwnating t . . e New Cov,mant fu:::thcr reveal s 
t hese ~10 cov::!.,.a:.~ts should ~aint a in the t heo-ce.,t:.ic focus ror the 
i nd~v i dual covenant.11 a&air. ist:rat i ons of the King<lor,1 o f God and mani -
fest t he over al l unity of the covencuts. :O:nstead of t h 0 usual t:er -.ni -
Grace~ u M0red.i t h Kline sugges::s ncove.11~t o f Creatio:1" rui.d 17Cover.ant of 
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Redcmptior .. ~123 bccaus0 bot:h cnll a t t e11tio~1. to GocPs ,: -'=2.e. tio::- to Ei s 
pe ople and so c fi:cct~vcly 'unfol<l the concept o ~ His Lordship~ ~~d point 
to the funda;T.cr:.t al riistinction bet.-.:, cGn t :1i:i ,::we ccv€.!',e.nts as to ..:he ~ind 
of divine action by wi1ich each was esto01is:·10a. 2lt, 
In the pre-:rccier.1pti ve covenant: the cnj oynec:1t of 1 i f e .:.r.d th0 hope) 
t o t:hc di v:.nely :i.mposed co:-::man cima.1t. The corr.rac1. d,:-i.?nt e.rtcl t i1a cov:::n.ai., l.: 
a :.:-e syr.onymous. There. i s proba bly n o c l ea rer d1.:rcction in C:efining the 
coven;int , than t hat gi vzn i;:'l. the covena.1.t God gove 01Is;:a a l t o perfo:..-m, 
even 'the ten comn:.:=:nd r:0:.1.ts2 ° 71 "Such ~ covena:1t is a dec la.:-a tivn oi: 
God 0 s lordshi p consecra ting a people to hi msel f in a sovereignly die .. 
tatc cl o:;:-der of life. n25 ':Lhe rede mptive covenant adds p:rc:nise to la1-J. 
I'i: i s s inult~neousl y a p~·or.,ise .. aciminis·cration of ~ua ::cinteed blessings, 
and a l m-- a ri:. i r.i s t r c -ion of olcssing cia, .. e:1.dcnt on obedi e::1ce, ,,ri th t he 
l a~tei.· :Eou11.c!at icnal. 26 Promise covenan t cce s r.o·i: annu l law covertant an y 
mc:cc than law an,.-,.ul s p:cor.ii se ( Gal . 3:17; Ron.. 5 ~18 .. 21. ), fc:.:- nTi:ie s a t:i. s -
fac tion of t he div i r.a lau ur.de :rlies every acl..11ird.st:ca t ion of d ivilte 
23 11cover~ant of C:cention ~i i s not new with Klin e:.. 
P.ed.cr.1I)t:on 77 has l ong been u.,~d to des c:cii:.c tl·,c ~::rc<.ngemer..t :n t ha 
COi..\1. s0ls o f ete r:d. ty whc:.·cby Chr:i. st bc cQ-::e 0 t~1e L.:"':mb s l ain bef cre the 
foun.da·dc::t o f t he ,:or1~1° (:8ph. 1: /.:.), ~n di s tinctio::.1. f:l.·cm t h e Covenc::i.t 
of Grace ,;7::i ch i s t ::e o-.:fe:: of the rcC::cmp~ic,'!. to n.c_ c:. ti,e basis of 
f a ith in J"Gsus C1u: i s t. Kline us~s ;'Cov-e~·1,:<mt of }~e cec.;:,ti or111 to i n clt:de 
th0 whol e .,.,ec3r,1pti ve woz!c f rom i t s inceptio:;.1 h , e te:..t'l.i ty to i t s co:-r.ple-
t ion in g loi:y. 
2L!·:'oi.~ the expr ession oi: t h e mat e !'' a l i n this p::.1.-ag:r.::!ph Y have 
d:..~r.'=,m he~vily on !(liri.e? p . i8. 
25ifar edi ·;:h G. Kline? ii'i.'<.,o. 'I'nble s cf t he Covc,na:.1.'i:$ 0 Ti,~ ~;::minste;:-
T~ogic.:1 J. J ou::nal ~ XXII, 2, 137. Roehr s ~ p. 58 7 ~ pass im. 
26,,-, i 
'"·· ne, 13. 
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promise. 1127 The addi t ion of the prornise ... ... not an edditio::1 to the 
formal generic st;cucture ?f the covena:.t, but proviC:.es within the 
off'er of blessing a new mode of securing t he blessing, namely, the 
principle of election ba s ~owing guat·antood blessings. 28 Thi s is pre-
cisel y what the Covennnt of: Redemption tlocs ; it makes the -promise of 
life in ti1e Covcnent of C;,· e.:it i on dependent on the obE:dience of a new 
f'edcral 1·epresent .:1ti ve, Jesus Ch .:-ist. ieaer.1pti on , then, is seen for 
what i t is, a t wo-s icied judgmc::.t, the blessing coming th.:-ough the 
covenant curse.29 "God 's covl;lnant with man may be defined as an ad-
ministration of God 's lordship consecrating a p eople to himself under 
sa.1ctions of di vine l aw. ,:30 '£i1e Covenant may be clcscri bed in broa d 
general terms as the aclministi·ation of the Kingdom o f God. 31 
The Rcvelatio~ of the Covenant of Redemption 
11That old scrpen.t, called the Dev il~ ar,ci Sutfu, 11 ( Rev. 12:9) invaded 
the Kingdom of God ar.d di:.s .. aded His vassal from ~m:cs(;)rved loyalty and 
obedien ce . "Where are you? 11 Thus the Lo::d God appZ'oa chcd Adam and Eve 
when they had transgressed the covenant. 32 They are brought face-to-face 
27Ibi~., p. 15. 
28 .!.!?Jj_. 
291.lli·, p. 17. 
30rhl<l. 
31 ··1 ~ . 
~ · 
Cf. Roehrs, last ?3~og: a ph, p. 602. 
32Hosea reproves Is:.:-ae l ' s rebel :. i c n ~:;~. ~.-: st: Cod in hi s own day by 
s.:1ying, 11Like Adam they have transgressed t l 3 cov encntu ( 6:7 , Lut;ter and 
RSV), Roehrs, p. 585. See also 9 Hits ius, p. 109; ru-:.cl Be rkhof, pp. 214-215. 
If this is t he co;:rect r eadi n g we have the Eden i c arrangem<mt Cillled a 
cove~ant in Scripture. 
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with the Covenant Lor d fl;·om whom t hey had depa r t ed, and fr om whom they 
were seeking to hide. The uns 4atoful v~ssal was ca lled before the 
jud~cnt s e .:it:33 of the Grea t King. Havi n z s e cu .. ·c c. a n. unwaling confe s-
sion of his ser vant's dii:;obed ionce, Gotl pr onounced sentence . The curse 
upon t he serpen t fl.·om who~e decei t s i n S'i):rar1g wa s the p:ro t - evar,gel ion . 
Crypt i c t hou eh it be, i t shone as a r ay of hope t o s t i ~ t he br east of 
hei· who hod led her r a ce t o ruin. God, as nn a ct of grace, wi ll Himse lf 
place enmity bet ween the seed of the serpent and the seed of the woman.34 
In the struggle t o e~sue~ the seed of t he woman u i 11 be s tronger than 
t he seed of the se;:-pent , . even as the bruisi ng of the h ead i s more ef-
fectiv e in overcoming a mortal f oe than the brui s i ng of t he hcei. 35 
"They ilel·e sent out of Pa :i·&dise t o go fol· t h and endur e t he trials 
of the ir f allen s t a t e , " but " They were not: l e ft to sinlc i n to the de pths 
of dospail·. 1136 =1Mar1. was dr iven fl·om pa ;:-a<li se:> be ca us e i t r epresented 
the pl a c e of communion with God, anri wa s a symbol o f t he fuller life and 
33Luther , pp. 173-174 . 
34
"He re is n o t p:dmaI:'ily an a!J!)eal to man but a cavi n e promi s e . 
Nor does God merely i n s tigate or i:n·omote erm1i ty; Hi s sove rei git t y ,euts 
i t (cpr. Gen . 9: 9Nll; 17 :27 ). Th e ess ence of t he de liverance consists 
in a rev e r sal of t he a t titude a ssumed by m::n. towa .. ·d s ~he ser pe.n.t and 
God respecti vely. God be ing tho move;:- i n t he war fare again st Sat~n, 
men, j oin i ng in th i s , becomes pla i nly the ally of God. 11 Vos, p. 53. 
God dee l a res war on t l,e Devi l and t:he assu;.·ence zi ven i s t hat: the seed 
of t h e woman , he ( the Hebl..·ew mascul i ne pr onoun is emphat ic) shall have 
t he v i ct:ory. I t loorcs d ire ctl y t o :,God s en t ·f orth Hi s Son bor n of a 
woman11 (Gal. 4 :4). 
35Note t he hope in a t ime of distress at the b i;.~th o f Noah, "Out 
of the ground wh i ch ti1e Lord ha th cur s ed this one shall brine us re-
lief from our work and from t h e t o il of our hanclsn (Gen. 5:29). 
36sproul, p. 128. 
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g:-ea ter b l ess ednc!.s i n ston? f o~ man, if he continued steadfast. 1137 
lie ha d be come "an unc leon t hin:t1 (Is. 6~.:6) , and t he unclean defiles 
the s a... ctua ry of t he Lord ( Num. 19:20). Ir communion with God i s life , 
s e parat ion fTom God i s de ~th ; s o the man is 5ent forth t o d ie. 38 But 
not wi t hout hope! De li verc.nc~ has been pr o,11i sed t o "the seed o f t:he 
woman. 1139 
( God ) covered the i r nnkcdr.ccs ; and the institution of s.1crif lcine 
in whi c h the bodies o f t he animals, whose s!dns w0re pu t o.i. them 
f or c l o t h ing, i mr:iola t ed in t heir presence, gave gr ound o f hope 
o f t he ulti ma t e recovery o f wha t was l o s t . ,;40 
The e nemy o f man is the Devil, not God; so t ho.t even the c l osi n g of 
the garden) and t he s e t ting o f the angelic gunL<l i s a wi tness of hope: 
"to pres erv e the wc.y of the tree of li f e . 11 There i s a way .ba ck t o God's 
presence a nd li fe by His gr a c i ous perr,tl ss i on, ar.d the Devil cannot close 
i t! 41 Nor can man :i:"each it but by t he na.:row door o f God' s gi·ace. The 
day will come when the gate shall n<we:r be s hut: (Rev. 21: 25). 
From t h is po int on , Sc Lipture i s the Divi~e record of the Words and 
deeds o f God ' s grace a s He seeks and d.:-aws t o Himself "a people for His 
37Be r khof, p. 226. 
38vos, p . 51. 
3 911The phrase, 1 s eed o f t he woman7 9 in.d !, c.:i.te s that the orgar:.i s m of 
t h e rac e wi ll be drawn ·withi n t he c i rcl e of r ede mption, which do e s not, 
of course, mean that a ll indivi duals are t o be come enemies o f t he' s e r-
pen t. The po i nt is t ha t God saves no t rnci.·ely individua l men, but the 
seed of the woma11. 11 ~ ., p. 53. 
40sproul, p. 129. 
41Luther, p. 230 , s eems t o sug:;est the sam~ thought when he s ays "that 
Ezeltiel s oeal<s of t he "'at e of the t mple that fa ced the east (40: 6), 
• 0 
"obviously to have u s r ealize that the temple w~s a figure of Paradise; 
for if n a ture had r emaine d perfect, Pa r~dise would have been t he temple 
of the entire wo:.:ld." 
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name" and glorifies His name through them ln the sight of the nations 
until "the kingdom of the world became the kingdom of our Lord and His 
Christ" (Rev. 11:15). It ls a checkered picture as God ln wrath re-
members mercy (Hab. 3:2). 
After sparing nine persons at the flood, God "established'' "His" 
covenant with them and all flesh for all future generatlons42 that He i 
would not again destroy the earth and all flesh by a flood. For the 
first time we have met the term that is to be used 278 times in the 
Old Testament43 to speak of God's guarantee of grace to men as He draws 
them to Himself and restores the broken relationship. With this cove-
nant, manifestly a one-sided promise of blessing, God adds a sign, the 
rainbow, to encourage men with the knowledge that lt ls there to remind 
God of His promise. 44 God has bound Himself most graciously, and has 
laid no claim on his creatures. 
The Covenant with Abraham 
the call of God to Abraham ls painted in brilliant colors against 
the panorama of God's sovereign direction of the Kingdoms of this 
world. After the flood the descendants of Noah went about their pleasure 
of making a name for themselves (Gen. 11:4) and establishing rival 
42God says, "l establish my covenant." The Hebrew h1 phil indi• 
cates the monergism of God in making and maintaining His covenant of 
perpetual endurance with all creatures spared with Noah. 
43Mllton, p. l. 
44Gen. 9:9-17, especially v. 16, "I will look upon it and remember 
the everlasting covenant between God and every living creature of all 
flesh that ls upon the earth." 
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kingdoms (Gen. 10:10) to the kingdom of tho Creator and Lord of heaven 
and earth. But the Lord "scattered them" (Gen. 11:9) as it pleased 
Him in relation to His purpose of world blessing through Israe1.45 
The call comes to Abraham .in the same terms in which God had ap• 
I 
·proached Adam: when the Sovereign Redeemer speaks it is in the impera-
tive (Acts 17:30) just as when the Lord God spoke in Eden. Obedient 
response to the Divine command is encouraged by a four-fold promise of 
blessing: a great nation, a ~and, a grea.t name, and protection. The 
goal of the blessing reaches beyond Abraham and his seed to "all the 
families of the earth." Abraham is both the object of God's blessing 
and the instrument of its extension; he is caught up with God in His 
purpose of blessing all nations. "Every facet of the blessing implies 
a mission."46 In remarking that the blessing ~as to be shared as well 
as received," John Milton comments that the passives, "shall be blessed," 
put the emphasis upon Abraham and his seed as the medium by which _the 
nations will receive the blessing; and the .reflexives, "shall bless 
themselves," put the emphasis on "the effect of the witness of the 
blessing of God on Abraham and his seed, in that others are drawn to 
seek a share in it.1147 A result of the blessing of God on Abraham and 
45cf. Gen. 10:32 with Deut. 32:8,9. ~e latter is the song of 
God's kingdom in Israel in the midst of the nations among whom He would 
be glorified by Israel. 
4
~ilton, p. 52. He has a very informative and stimulating discus• 
sion of the call of Abraham, pp. 37-62. 
· 47~., pp. 54-55. The Hebrew passives are ·found in Gen. 12&3; 
18:18; 28:14; the reflexives. 22sl8; 26:4. See chapter I, note 47 
above. 
i) 
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his seed, they are assured, is that they will be effective as "God's 
fellow workers."48 
"He looked forward to the city which has foundations, whose 
builder and maker is God" (Heb. 11:10). Thus the New Testament wit• 
nesses that Abraham did not see the material things promised as the 
heart of the blessing. Abraham left country and father's house to 
cross the earth for an unknown land because of what was implied in the 
words, "I will show you." The breaking of old ties, affections and ways 
was separation to eternal companionship with ~od who had called him and 
was taking him by the hand to lead him into His kingdom. In this prac-
tical example we are introduced to the Divine method of the accomplish• 
ment of His holy ~ill, His eternal purpose of universal redemption. 
God led Jacob (Gen. 48:15). He led Israel through the wilderness 
(Ps. 136:16). It is the universal experience and prayer of God's peo• 
ple (Ps. 23:2; 139:24). God with His people in ·all their experiences 
is a covenant promise and reality • . He was with Israel at the Red Sea 
(Ex. 14:19-2~), in the wilderness .(Is. 63:9), in the land (2 Chron. 
5:13-14), in captivity (Ezekiel's visions of the Spi.rit) and in the re-
· newed city (Ezek. 48:35). He was recognized in the incarnation (John 
1:14). The promise of His presence confirmed the Great Commission: "I 
am with you always" (Natt. 28:20). The covenant is God's instrument for 
bringing man into closest union, fellowship and identity with Himself. 
This is the most significant thing about a covenant. The reality of it 
48.!h!:, Holy~, Revised Standard Version, Verse Reference Edition, 
Holman Studx ~ (Philadelphia: A. J. Holman Company, 1962), P• 1_070, 
n. f, on I Cor. 3:9. 
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is seen in God's description of Abraham, "My friend" (Is. 41:8; 
James 2:23). 
The material aspects of the covenant were necessary for the reali• 
zation of the covenant by the ''whole man" God had created (il~ IJ W~H, 
Gen. 2:7). A nation must have land, food, neighbors, protection. The 
nation was organized as an army of fighting men as she marched through 
the wilderness and into the Promised Land~ As God's temporal kingdom 
Israel was necessarily concerned with conquest, dominion, national 
boundaries, kings, palaces, international agreements. · But inasmuch as 
they were the external manifestations of God's rule in the hearts and 
lives of men, they must be identified with that spiritual work of God 
which is the core of the promise. 'rhe land ls Yahweh's mountain, the 
place of His ' abode, His sanctuary where Israel dwells with Him, "and 
the ~ord will reign for ever and ever" (Ex. 15117-18). For their wor-
ship of Him, God gave them material ordinances of altar, sacrifice, 
priesthood, and tabernacle. Circumcision, equated with the covenant, 
the outward sign in the flesh, the seal of the faith which Abraham had 
in advance of it, must be "seen and understood in the light of the cen-
tral idea of the covenant, the universal promise of blessing.n49 Even 
the promise of a son to Abraham goes beyond Isaac and Israel, whom God 
calls, "My son,"50 to God's only Son made fl~sh,' t_hat He may do what 
Isaac could not do, for they were necessarily recipients as well as 
channels of blessing. 
49 Milton, p. 112. 
50Ex. 4:22; Deut. 14il; 3215,6; Is. 45111; Hosea 1111. 
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It should not seem strange that out of the matrix of such a 
promise there comes finally !!a individual, Jesus Christ, who 
fulfills both the aspect of lineal and of spiritual de~cent 
from Abroha~, and who in a unique sense fulfills also the vo-
cation of Abraham's seed, whether viewed individually as when 
Isaac was born or collectively as in the history of · the people 
of Israel • • •• . The New T~stament, of course, goes further and 
gives to this promise of a seed a ·pure religious application; 
first, to Christ, and then to those who are Christ's because 
they share the faith of Abraham (Gal. 3:7,1'6,29). 51 
These elements are, then, to be seen as .the temporal terminology and 
media providing the basis for the conclusions of the apostles and elders 
at Jerusalem that the coming of the Gentiles to faith in Christ was the 
rebuilding of the kingdom of David. ''Within the promise, •to be God to 
you and to your descendants after you• (Gen. 1717) lies hidden the whole 
mystery of the Gospel."52 
The covenant with Abraham ls not given complete in any one pericope. 
Genesis 12:1-3 is the basic structure to which elements are added, par-
ticularly in chapters 15 and 17. In the fonner Yahweh bound Himself by 
a self-maledictory oath to bring the blessings of a numberless seed al-
ready promised. 53 Yahweh would Himself bring this to pass; Abraham was 
a witness only to the passing between the parts of the sacrifice. In 
circumcision, chapter 17, God showed Abraham that the natural seed was 
not the covenant seed, but the circumcised alone could be counted of the 
covenant (v. 14). Thus it spoke of a work God would do in rerooving their 
51Milton, p. 44. 
52.!E.!2.•, P• 88. 
·
53Cf. Heb. 6:13-20, especially, ''he interposed with an oath, so that 
th.rough two unchangeable things, in which it is impossible that God 
should prove false, we who have fled for refuge might have strong en• 
couragement to seize _the hope set before us" (l7b•l8). 
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uncleanness and affecting their hearts towards Himself.54 God equates 
circumcision with the covenant (v. 10). It stands for the r.eality of 
the spiritual life of the covenant people, the life that is not by 
natural generation, but is of God (John 1:13). 
Circumcision was a seal of an already existing covenant relation-. 
ship and of covenant blessings already experienced. It belonged 
to the human response to the divine covenant. It did not change 
the spiritual character of the covenant blessing. · It did not 
substitute a ritual law for the righteousness of faith. It added 
something to the covenant observance, but the addition did not 
contradict the spirit of the covenant: · it, too, had a spiritual 
significance.55 
With the establishment of circumcision God made plain the character 
of the response expected from those in covenant with Him, "Walk before 
me and be complete."56 
54
see John Murray, "Covenant, 11 The ~ ~ Dictionary, organizing 
editor, J. D. Douglas (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 
1962), p. 265. Cf., "Circumcision obviously presupposes that the natural 
life is tainted by impurity, which must be removed in those who are 
called to covenant fellowship with God. • • • Thus it is a symbol 2f 
lli renewal ~ purification .2£. ~. 11 R. F, Weidner,' Biblical Theology 
~ ~ .Q.!E. Testament (Chicago: F. H. · Revel, 1886), pp. 78-79. In view 
of these statements it is difficult to understand the assertion that 
circumcision does not operate as an individual means of grace, is no 
vehicle of sanctifying forces, does not' constitute an inmediate personal 
relation with God, but secures the individual's place as a member of the 
nation and his share in the promises and saving benefits guaranteed the 
nation as a whole. 
55MUton, p. 111. Milton recognizes that "it became for many an 
external substitute for the inner experience," but "there is no evidence 
it was so with Abraham" nor "that the addition of the law in the renewal 
of the covenant with Israel as a nation at Sinai altered the original 
spiritual purpose of the divine covenant of blessing," p. 112. 
56Gen. i 7: 1, o, r,i~ is defined, "Complete, sound, whole, wholesome, 
unimpaired, innocent, having integrity, what is complete, entirely in 
accord with truth and fact." w. Gesenius, ~ Hebrew ~ English Lexicon 
~ lli 919, Testament·, edited by F. Brown, s. R. Driver and C. A. Briggs 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1955), p. 1071. Hereafter this lexi-
con will be identified by~. 
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Just as righteousness received in faith was neces_sary for the es-
tablishment of the covenant, so a blameless walk before God was re• 
quired for the maintenance and confirmation of the covenant.57 
Although the covenant ls a unilateral enactment initiated by God in 
grace, it was designed to produce the response of faith so as to be-
come mutuai.58 The obedience of faith which Abraham displayed is 
given as the experimental cause .of the continuation of the covenant 
with Isaac: "As a consequence (of the fact) that Abraham obeyed my 
voice, kept my charge, my, c9mmandments, my statutes, and my laws" 
(Gen. 26:5). 59 Abraham's walk was directed by the objective word of 
the covenant promises, not the pious imaginations of his mystical heart. 
His faithfulness in his own life and in instructing his household is 
also the experimental cause of God's revealing to him His purpose con-
cerning Sodom (Gen. 18:17-19). 60 Abraham was God's servant••prophet and 
prlest--towards the nations (Gen. 20:7). 
The Covenant Renewed with Israel at Sinai 
As the covenant progresses and Israel becomes· the .people of God by 
51c. F. Keil, F. Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary ,2.!l ~ Old Testament, 
Vol. I, The Pentateuch (Grand Rapids: ~m. B. Eerdmans Publishing .Co., 
1959), p:--i°23. 
58see Milton, P• 5; and Dr. Roehrs, p. 585, references to Gen. 17. 
59 ,1g~ :Ji?,¥. "as a consequence (of the fact) that," . .!fil!i, p. 784. 
60BDB, p. 775, "Sq. inf. Gen. 18:19 / 7 ~P:;JO li~;, !2!, the 
purpose of J's bringing-:. !2. ~intent~ J might bring. 11 :Abraham's 
instruction had wide consequences: "his sons and his house," (v. 18). 
He had 318 "trained men, born in his house," (14:14). His servant sent 
to choose a wife for Isaac sought the direction of the Lord as would his 
master, Gen. 24: espec. 12-14,24,52. 
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a now covenant at Sinai, we see these same features continued. In fact 
it is clear that we do not have a different covenant, but one that came 
in beside the promise of the covenant with Abraham to guard it and to 
secure its full realization in the end (Rom. 5:20 with 3:20). 61 The 
covenant made with Abraham and ·his seed forever was neither "dis-
annulled nor altered by adding new conditions.n62 "The newness is not 
that of substitu_tion, but of completion. The Sinai covenant did not 
annul the covenant of promise; it was a step forward in its fulfill• 
ment. 1163 Professor Kline says that the Sinai covenant did not come 
alone, or as a substitute, but as an alternate. 64 It made law obedi• 
ence by Israel the way of Ufe•inheritance, yet the Mosaic covenant as 
a whole law was accompanied by promise sealed by divine oath and offer-
ing an alternate way of inheritance--forgiveness and acceptance through 
sacrifice. Hence the promise was renewed by the Mosaic Covenant, for it 
was made in pursuance and fulfilment of the covenants with Abraham, 
610. Douglas Bannerman, 11:1.2. Scripture Doctrine .2£,~ Church 
Historically~ Exegetically Considered (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1955), p. 25. 
62~., p. 61. 
63Milton, p. 137. P. Peters finds an essential difference bet:w-een 
the Abrahamic and }Iosaic Covenants since in the Mosaic, law and com-
mandment become synonymous with covenant, making it a conditioned cove-
nant, a bilateral engagement involving reciprocal obligations bet:w-een 
God and His people. He notes, however, that "covenant" and ''mercy" are 
synonymous in Scripture, citing Deut. 7:9 which, he says, refers to the 
Sinai Covenant. He seems hesitant to say that the Abrahamic Covenant 
was contained in the Sinai tic. Article, "Dlatheke. in the Old and New 
Testament," Theologische Quartalschrift, ·XXXIX (1942), 258-262. Milton 
seems to have solved this difficulty. 
64Kline, p. 14. 
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Isaac and Jacob. 65 However, as Kline contends, even the promise alter-
nate was itself ultimately a way of law, not the way of individual obe-
dience to a law enunciated in. the Mosaic Covenant, but "one implicit in 
the promise itself--the way of vicarious law-obedience and satisfaction 
by way of the Christ of promise."66 Thus the Mosaic Covenant does not 
make void or suspend the Abrahamic, but comes as "an addition subserving 
the interests of the promise which found its focal point in the seed that 
was to come.n67 
At the foreground of the Sinai Covenant stands the same concept of 
sovereign administration of grace based on· electing love ·that was pre-
sent in the covenant with Abraham. 68 At lts center ls the same conc_ept 
o·f spiritual union with God. As God had promised Abraham "to be God to 
you and to your descendants after you" (Gen. 17&7), so He says to Israel, 
"I will take you for my people and I will be your God" (Ex. 6:6-7; com-
pare Deut. 29:13). The election ls to sonshlp: Yahweh is Israel's 
65Ex. 2&24-25; 3:6,15; 612-8; Deut. 4:31; Ps. 105:8-12. 
66 Kline, p. 14. 
67 267 Murray, p. • 
68"This was made with Israel as a people who had been sovereignly 
chosen in love unto redemption and adoption"(~.). See John Milton's 
discussion of election as including a sense of continuity relating to 
the fulfilling of the goal as well as to keeping the promise, pp. 150-
153. Cf. Weidner, p. 73, "The adoption of Israel as the covenant people 
is a free act of God, or in other words, !!l~ .2!. divine .!.2!!, ~ 
necessary only ~!!I,~ 22.2, h!! ~ Himself ~ fil..! .2.!.Eb,,--that is, 
a proof of His truth and falthfulness--but is in no way dependent on man's 
desert. The propositions are expressly inculcated on the people at every 
opportunity." N. H. Snalth makes a helpful study of !li1K and icn in 
relation to the covenant, The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament 
(London, The Epworth Press;-1944), p. 95. - - -
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father, Israel is His first-born son (Ex. 4:22; Deut. 32:6). R. F. 
Weidner emphatically says, 
It is only on this ground (election as the free act of ' God's love) 
that the divine commands to the people are given, and therefore 
the Decalogue (Ex. 20:2) places· at the forefront the fact of 
election.69 
So God says to Israel, 
"Today you have become the people of Yahweh your God. 11 The fact 
is stated; then is joined the demand to listen and obey, "Listen 
therefore to the voice of Yahweh your God" (Deut. 27:9,10).70 
In the Sinai Covenant commandment becomes synonymous with covenant 
(Ex. 34:28; Deut. 9:10-11).71 The "Ten Words" are but an epitome of 
the divine law, the whole of which made up the Covenant stipulations. 
However the demand of obedience, and the solemn oath to be obedient do 
not place it in a different category from the Abrahamic covenant, nor 
constitute it a covenant of works."72 The law was given to those who were 
already covenant sons, the redeemed people (Ex. 4:20; 6:6-7: 20:2). When 
Israel said, "All that the Lord h·ath said will we do and be obedient" 
(Ex. 19:8; 24:3,7) they were formally "entering the covenant" (Deut. 
29:12), but 
6
~-leidner, p. 73. 
70Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Theology, in Ih! Theology~ 
Israel's Historical Traditions, translated by D. M. G. Stalker (New 
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1962), p. 194. 
71Roehrs, p. 585. 
(Ex. 24:8; Heb. 9:20); 
ve:voµo6g,;T)'tCX. I. (Heb. 
"The covenant which God commanded, II sve:'te:tACX.'tO 
the new covenant in Christ "legally enacted," 
8:6). See Witsius, p. 25. 
·
72R. F. Weidner says that in the covenant of promise God bound 
Abraham and his seed to a godly life and obedience to His will (Gen. 
17:1-2; 18:19), the same condition laid on Israel and accepted by her 
(Ex. 19&5,8; 24&3, 7), ~., 73, 75. ·. 
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It is a mistake to read Ex. 19:5,6; 24:7,8 as if the covenant had 
to wait for the promise of obedience on the part of the people. 
In keeping the covenant and obeying God's voico the covenant is 
conceived of as dispensed, as in operation, and as constituting 
a certain relation. What is conditioned upon obedience is the 
enjoyment of the blessing which the covenant stipulates.73 
In expressing the same view, John Milton emphasizes the fact that the 
basic provisions of the covenant at Sinai stress the inwardness of the 
obedience& 
It is not to be understood as the external obedience to or• 
dinances imposed from without, but as the inward response of the 
heart to the will of God who has graciously made a covenant into 
which we are called •••• The obedience of faith is something 
permanent, a fruit that God always seeks in His redeemed people; 
for without it there can bo no real appropriation of His bless-
ings nor can there be any sharing of them with others.74 
He brings to mind a fact often overlooked in relation to Israel's obe-
dience, the work of the Holy Spirit. 
Though this ls not stated in Ex. 19, we need not rule out "hls 
holy Spirit" (Isa. 63:10,11), the Spirit of His presence, as being 
active also in this situation. At any rate the tone of the divine 
"if" in Ex. 19:5 ls definitely not legalistic but spiritual, in 
harmony with the spirit of the covenant with Abraham.75 
The New Testament makes abundantly clear that only by the Holy Spirit 
may man 'bring forth the obedience of faith. 
73Murray, p. 266. Cf. Roehrs, p. 587, "the potential response to 
the covenant is in no way the basis for the establishment of the 
covenant." 
74p. 140. Cf. Weidner's view that the law does not demand only 
external conformity, mere legall ty, but moral it:y. "On the contrary the 
law insists on the disposition .21~~, when it says, 'Thou shalt 
not covet' (Ex. 20:17). It demands the external as coordinate with the 
internal," p. · 75. Similarly, Dr. Roehrs, p. 589, says that the purpose 
of the Sinai covenant stipulations and regulations was to teach that, · 
in the restored relationship with God, man's one concern ls to recognize 
and express the total claim of God upon him; lt supplied many outward 
forms by which to express his inner life and coumunion with God. 
7SM1lton, P• 140. 
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The redemptive element in the covenant comes to the fore in the 
ratification sacrifice (Ex. 24:3-11). Here we have the proclamation 
of Yahweh by Moses, the Mediator of the covenant, in the reading of 
the Book of the Covenant (chap. 20-23). This consists of a review of 
Israel's redemption and their covenant respons~bilities. Israel sol• 
emnly pledges loyal obedience to Yahweh. One animal is offered in 
sacrifice for each tribe, and altar, book and people are sprinkled with 
"the blood of the covenant" signifying the Lord's provisio~ of mercy for 
Israel's covenant failures and Israel's-confession of her need for mercy. 
Then the representatives of the co.ngregation "saw God and ate and drank" 
(Ex. 24:11). In this confirmation ceremony we ~bserve the efficacy of 
the covenant to bring men into real fellowship with God in that the 
representatives of the congregation saw Him, "not in all His reality and 
greatness, but in accordance with the dispensation which He thought best, 
and which he accomnodated to the capacity of man.,,76 God thus sealed 
His grace to His people in the covenant blood of bulls and goats until 
Christ should come and remove the shadow by presentation of the reality 
(Heb. 9:12).77 
It must be emphatically said that the Sinai Covenant was not a 
system of works-righteousness. Moses distinctly warned Israel against 
76John Calvin, Commentaries 2!l the·~~~ .21 ~, 
Arranged .!n, ~ ~ .21 !. Harmony (Edinburgh: Calvin Translation Society, 
1854), III, 323. 
77In the words of Jesus in giving the cup, xa.1,vfjc;; is omitted 
leaving -ro a.!µa. µov 't"fic;; o 1,a.~TJ}<T}c;; "my blood of the covenant" 
(Matt. 26:28). Novum Testamentum Graece, cum apparatu critice curavit 
Eberhard Nestle, novis curls elaboraverunt, ~rwin Nestle et Kurt Aland 
(Editio vicesima quarta; Stuttgarta Privileg._ WUrtt. Bibelanstalt, 1960). 
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that very thing: 
Do not say in your heart, ••• "It is because of my righteousness 
that the Lord has brought me in to possess this land;" ••• Not 
because of your righteousness or uprightness of your heart are you 
going in to possess their land. • • • "Know therefore that the Lord 
your God is not giving you this good land to possess because of 
your righteousness; for you are a stubborn people." (Deut. 9:4-6) 
E. Heppenstall defines legalism as "the belief and practice that salva• 
tion by and acceptance with God are attained by conformity to law as 
distinguished from salvation by grace through faith." We agree with 
his conclusion thnt any interpretation that makes a system of works-
righteousness of the Sinai covenant has perverted the meaning and pur-
pose of that revelation.78 Paul confirms this when he says Israel did 
not attain to the righteousness of the law "because they sought it not 
by faith, but as if it were based on works" (Rom. 9:30-33), and "seeking 
to establish their own righteousness they did not submit to God's right• 
eousness" (Rom. 10:3). John Milton draws an analogy between the faith 
obedience of Israel as God's ransomed people and the faith obedience of 
the Christian in relation to Christ: 
It has its roots in either case in an act of redemption by God; 
the one symbolic and preparatory, the other "an eternal redemp-
tion" (Heb. 9:12); but both related to the same ultimate purpose 
of God.79 · 
It is important ·to note that law is also called "Torah"--guidance, 
direction, an authoritative rule of conduc.t--:whose primary frame of 
reference is not a code of law, but a covenant relationship. "To 
. 78E. Heppenstall, "Law and Covenant at Sinai," Andrews University 
Seminary Studies, II (1964), p. 21. 
79p. 140. Cf. P. E. Hughes, Paul's Second Eoistle !2 ~ 
Corinthians, 11!! ~ International Commentary, edited by Ned. B. 
Stonehouse (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1962), 
p. 94. 
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. interpret it as if it signified a pure legal relationship between God 
and Israel is to misinterpret it."80 Code law regulates the relations 
among men as citizens of a state, as in the Code of Hammurabi. Covenant 
law regulates the relations of the subjects to their sovereign; their 
mutual relations are an aspect of their allegiance and obligations to 
him.81 Adultery is first a sin against God then against the individuals 
involved (Ps. 51:4).82 The commandment pointed Israel to their holy 
covenant God, not to a moral code. This "sums up the spiritual-educa-
tional purpose of the law with Israel."83 It teaches that "all time, 
every place, all property, and every person should be sanctified to the 
Lord.1184 
The Lord of the covenant demands that His sons be like Him: 
Consecrate yourselves therefore, and be holy; for I am the Lord 
your God. Keep my statutes, and do them; for I am the Lord who 
sanctify you •••• Ye shall be holy to me; for I the Lord am 
holy, and have separated you from the peoples that ye should be 
mine. (Lev. 20: 7 ,a, 26). 
The performance of the covenant requirement was ever subject to the 
supply of covenant grace. The innocence of hands, purity of heart, and 
devotion of life to God which the covenant child knew were essential to 
· standing in the holy place (Ps. 24:4; 25:l) were not a matter of 
80iiilton, pp. 160-161. 
81Kline, pp. 19-20. 
82Joseph was aware of this even before the Sinai Covenant. "How 
can I do this great wickedness and sin against God?" (Gen. 39:9). Here 
is strong evidence of the essential unity of the Abraharoic and Sinai 
Covenants. 
83Mllton, p. 140. 
84wilhelm MUller•s summary of Leviticus quoted by Milton, pp. 145-146. 
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individual or corporate achievement except by the blessing of Yahweh. 
Both separation and sanctification are the sovereign gift of God. "Purge 
me and I shall be clean; wash me and I shall be whiter than snow," cries 
the sinner in confessio~ and prayer for deliverance (Ps. 51:7). 
Repentant Ephraim, the converted remnant, now turns to the Lord 
with sincere request: Turn thou me, and I shall be turned. So 
only a converted person can speak. Prayer ls the fruit of faith, 
a proof of conversion (Acts 9:11).85 
The exhortation to keep the "Ten Words" was based on the appeal to 
cultivate a heart-relation to the Covenant Lord: "You shall love the 
Lord your God with all your heart, ••• soul, and ••• might" (Deut. 
6:5). This was to be done by having the words written where they could 
be seen in the home, by talking of them in relation to every activity 
of the day, but always with the objective of having th~ in ·the heart.86 
Israel's worship was designed by God to instruct them in the cove• 
nant relationship as well as provide them a means ~f individual and 
corporate approach to Him. The tabernacle was "(My) sanctuary, that I 
may dwell in their midst" (Ex. 25:8). There God met with Israel, spoke 
with Moses, the Mediator of the covenant, and received the offerings of 
His people at the hands of the priests (Ex. 40:1; 26:22; Lev. 17:5,6). 
There was Yahweh's . throne on the mercy seat above the Ark of the Covenant 
containing the "two tables of the testimony" as witness both to Israel 
and to Yahweh of their covenant obligation. Here God accepted the blood 
85Theo Laetsch, ~ c~~entary: Jeremiah (St. Louis: Concordia 
Publi_shing House, 1952), p. 251. 
86cf. the Psalmist's use of the means of grace that he might be 
faithful to God, "I have laid up thy word in my heart that I might not 
sin against thee" (Ps. 119:11). 
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of atonement and Israel experienced forgiveness. The witness of the law 
against Israel could not come up from the ''tables of the testimony" in the 
ark of the covenant to the Lord on the throne of mercy above the ark ex-
cept through the blood of atonement on the mercy seat. Sacrifice, priest, 
and curtaln, all spoke of the wall of separation sin raised between God 
and the worshipper; but they also stood for the removal of that separa-
tion by God Himself. There were also the laws concerning uncleanness 
Which separated both from God and from the community. It is not the con-
cept of the covenant that a ritual alone made a man acceptable. Life 
was one whole of spiritual and material elements; both ritual and 
religious-moral purity were essential to fellowship with 'God and the 
people of God. Outward purity is a manifestation of an inward condition. 
Innocent hands accompany a pure heart. 
Ezekiel's parable of Israel's redemption strikingly sets forth 
this concept (chap. 16). God in redeeming love picked up the unwashed 
foundling, cleansed .her from her impurity, brought her up and she became 
His wife. The subjective cause of the covenant was Israel's sin. The 
''wall of separation" between man and God and man and man is sin. Clrcum-
· cision and the water of purification were means by wh~ch the unclean· were 
qualified by God for entrance into His fellowship and into the congrega-
tion. It looked forward to the day when .Christ would in His flesh remove 
this wall from between God and man, Jew and Ge~tile (Eph. 2:14-18). 
In making covenant .with Abraham, God brought into the covenant all 
that were associated with him in his household as well · as his own 
children (Gen. 17:12-14). In this way Abraham and his servants were 
"covenant brothers," in common bond with God • . They would now be faithful 
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to him "as unto God," and he would be kind to them "as in the Lord." 
Tho covenant bond is, therefore, moro than a mark of tho nation, for it 
brings in those who are not natural seed, as well as natural born sons, 
and natural sons may be excluded, as were Ishmael and Esau. A "mixed 
multitude" went up with them out of Egypt (Ex. 12:38). Although they 
were hard to assimilate (Num. 11:4), one of such origin in Egypt, Caleb--
the Kenezite, an Edomite tribe--was a leader of the tribe of Judah, and 
one of the two faithful spies who realized a possession in tho Land of 
Promise. 87 Israel cannot be explained by national, racial, or social 
criteria, for her society is grounded, not in nature, but in the cove-
nant, in graca.88 
Israel's mission is prominent in the covenant at Sinai: 
If you will obey my voice, and keep my covenant, you shall be my 
own possession among all peoples; for all the earth is mine, and 
you shall be to me a kingdom of priests and a .holy nation" (Ex. 
19:5-6). . 
God's delight in Israel is set down beside His ownership of . the whole 
87Num. 13:6,30-33; 14:24,30,38; Joshua 14:6-15. 
88John Bright, t;, Histori .2f Israel (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 
1959), p. 136. The legal covenant "mal<es participants brothers," is "a 
totality which can no more be broken than the blood relationship;" it is 
an actualization in law of the thought of brotherhood." G. Quell, 
"~ 1.a.6~m) in the Old Testament," in Theological Dictionary 21 ~ ~ 
Testam~nt, edited by G. Kittel, translated from the Gennan and edited 
by G. W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964), 
II, 114. J. o. Cobham quotes W. ·R. Smith that a covenant has no place 
where natural brotherhood of which it is an imitation already exists. 
J. o. Cobham, "Covenant," t;, Theological ~ ~ .2f ~ ~, edited 
by Alan Richardson (London: SCN Press, Ltd., 1957), p. 55. The unique-
ness of Israel does not consist in physical descent from Abraham, but 
the covenant descent of faith. Russell Phillip Shedd,~ i!l Community, 
!!:,, Study of §.!:_. Paul• s Application .2i 9.1!! Testament !ill! Early Jewish 
Coo.ooptlons £.!. Hum~n SolidArity (Grtmd Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 1964), p. 20. 
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earth, and is at least an implication of the ultimate goal of a uni- . 
versal people. Israel stands between God and the nations as His mediat-
ing priest in the establishment of a universal kingdom. As they keep 
covenant they will display wisdom and understanding in the sight of the 
nations who will be. attracted to the Lord their God (Deut. 4:6-7). The 
prophets anticipate the day when this attractiveness will increase. and 
the nations will run to Israel to go with h~r to worship her God (Isa. 
2:2-4; Micah 4:1-4). 
That Israel was conscious of her calling to bring the nations into 
the same experiences of faith and ·love and obedience to their God is 
abundantly evident: in the Psalms. 11Sing unto the Lord, all the earth" 
(Ps. 96:l). "The Lor~ ~eigns, let the earth rejoice" (Ps. 97:1). 
"Among those who lcnow me I mention Rahab and Babylon, Philistia, Tyre, 
and Ethiopia--This one was born there" (Ps. 87:4). · 11May God be gracious 
to us and bless us 
• • • that thy way may be known upon earth and thy 
saving power among all nations" (Ps. 67:1-2). To remove from these words 
their o~dinary meaning in the spiritual experience of Israel by saying 
that the Old Testament anticipates only a material kingdom under the 
' sword of David and his dynastic successors, such as his control of Edom, 
is to rob language, and the Word of God with it, of all reasonable mean-
ing. Nor does the language permit. us to ·consider that the faithful in 
Israel were narrow nationalists lacking any sense of spiritual mission. 
It remains true, however, that the Lord's objective under the Old Cove-
nant was a more limited objective, and His metho~ was chiefly that of 
attracting the nations by the wonders of His grace to Israel. 
Israel's religion was characterized by the knowledge and truth of 
as: 
God as befits His image-bearer in covenant with Him. The maintenance 
of the covenant was by acquaintance with God through the covenant revela-
tion. God says He chose Abraham, "that he may (purpose) comnand his 
whole posterity to keep the way of Jehovah, ••• " (Gen. 18:19).89 
Instruction began in the home where the "words" commanded would be the 
subject of daily .conversation (Deut. 6: 6-9, 29-25). ·The. saving act.s of 
Yahweh were celebrated at the annual feasts. Moses delivered the book 
of the law to the Levites and elders of Israel with the instruction 
that the whole was to be read at the Feast ·of Booths every seve."'\ years 
(Deut. 31:9-11). · The priests ~ere the regular teachers _of the congrega-
tion (Mal. 2:7),90 and the prophet was a special office through whom the 
Lord would make known .His will (Deut. 18:15-21). By regular instruction 
the commandment was to be laid on the heart (Deut. 6:6) so that it would 
become the subject of long and delightful meditation (Ps. 119). The 
same objective covenant Word is certain to have been involved in bring-
ing the nations to know and serve God (Ps • . 100). 
The Covenant with David 
Under the covenant of "the sure mercies of. David," God designed to 
display His sovereignty over Israel and the world. The kingdom of God 
with throne and temple in Jerusalem, t:A~e place where God chose to pla~e 
His Name forever, was intended to bring righteousness and justice, peace 
and security to the ends of the earth (Ps. 72). But the sons of David 
89see Keil and Delitzsch, p. 229. 
90Rad, p. 261, discusses the use of the word and its significance . · 
in the tabernacle ritual in an enlightening manner •. 
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did not keep the cove..ant and the Lord chastized them as sons (2 Sam. 
7:14). 91 He divided the kingdom, and finally sent them into captivity, 
but He did not take His steadfast lovo from them (2 Srun. 7:l4-l5). God 
Would raise up David's house, restore Israel a willing people in the 
day of power, to whom the Gentiles would seek. 92 The prophets declared 
that this would be accomplished by an eschatological "David0 or "branch" 
of David. 93 
The kingdom will not come apart from a change to be effected in 
the whole people. A New Covenant will be given whose work will be en-
tirely of an internal nature. The law of God will be written on the 
heart; the l<nowledge of God will be made universal; ~in. and iniquity 
will be done away forever (Jer. 31:33-34). Ezekiel adds that God will 
do this work by placing His Spirit in man (36:25,26). We note the same 
law and the same relation--your God, ·rny people--given at Sinai. · In con-
sidering the newness of this covenant, we are not to contradict anything 
we have said about the reality of the Old Covenant religion, but to ~ook 
for the New in the fulfillment of all the Old a.~ticipated, and to recog-
nize the consummation of the Old in the New. 
91The Icing stands for the people a.~d draws together the Old 
Testament figures of the Christ. ''He shall cry to me, 'Thou art my 
Father, my God, and the Rock of my salvation. I will make him the first 
born,"' (Ps. 89:26,27). 
92Amos 9:11-12; Ps. 110; Ezek. 37:24-28. 
93Is. 11:l; Jer. 23:5; 33.:15; Ezek. 34:24; 37:24,25; Hosea 3:5. 
Cf. Weidner (p. 80) that the final restoration is .fill~.2!~ effected 
by ethical means through conversion of the people according to Deut. 
30: 1-6. 
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The Old Covenant Community 
The covenant established a community of covenant-brothers under a 
common allegiance to the Lord God of heaven and earth. 'Ptey had a com• 
mon goal of serving Him that His name might be glorified in all the 
earth by the obedience of men to His will. Their relationship with one 
another was through Him, for they were "sons of the covenant. 11 All indi-
vidual directions are part of a basically indivisible revelation of the 
will of God. 94 Together they form a whole people, the people of God, 
possessing one mind and one heart, for they have chosen life which flows 
from Him (Deut. 30:15,19,20), they have chosen Him (Josh. 24:22). They 
are empowered in all that they do, even in their pledge of loyalty, by 
His grace; and they are acceptable to Him and to one another because of 
His cleansing and forgiveness. They are separated from the world to Him 
and to one another by their sanctifying Lord ~od. Could there by any 
stronger ties strengthe..,ing responsible individual action, and uniting 
in common life? 
, "All the members of a covena.~tal community are subordinate to the 
whole, 1195 both in the reception of covenant benefits and in the perform-
ance of covenant responsibilities. "No individual was a recipient of the 
benefits of the covenant except as a member of the nation. 1196 To trans-
gress a covenant stipul~tion, to be disloyal to Yahweh by idolatry, or 
. 94Rad, p. 200 • . 
95shedd, p. 26. 
96Ibid. 
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by exalting personal interests over that of Yahweh or Israel brought on 
severe penalties, even to being cut off from the covenant and the 
covenant-making God. The case of Achan (Joshua 7) is an early example 
of the strength of corranunity solidarity under the covenant. The record 
is that 
the people of Israel broke faith in regard to the devoted things; 
for Achan the son of Carmi, ••• of the tribe of Judah, tool< some 
of the devoted things and the anger of the Lord burned against the 
people of Israel (v. l). 
As a result the army suffered defeat and there was loss of life. The 
punishment of death was meted out upon the whole family, as one with 
him, and the destruction of all his goods. 
There are instances of the whole people covenanting with the king 
in loyalty to him as the Lord's anointed.97 These are significant as 
phases of the covenant people's life and further examples of community 
solidarity, but do not specifically serve our purposes. It should be 
noted in passing that faithfulness to the Davidic dynasty is faithful~ 
ness to the Covenant God and His purposes. The involvement of the king 
in the accomplishment of the mission of Israel is well illustrated in 
the prayer of Solomon at the dedication of the temple. Incorporating 
the nation in himself · as king and God's "firstborn" (Ps. 89:27) he prays 
for the accomplishment of God's purpose in the world, "that all people 
of the earth may know thy name and fear thee •••• ,, (I Kings 8:43; 
2 Chron. 6:33). 
Following the original covenant inauguration ceremony at Sinai, the 
nation was led by Moses in renewing the covenant in the plains of Moab 
97I Chron. 11:3; 2 Chron. 23:3-7,16, etc. 
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(Deut. 30: 11-20). 98 The covenant was again renewed at Nt. Ebal and Mt. 
Gerazim soon after they entered the land by a sacrificial ceremony and 
the reading of tho sanctions. The law of Moses was written upon stones 
as a permanent witness that this was the Lord's kingdom (Joshua 8:30-35). 
Before his death Joshua called all Israel and exhorted them to be faith-
ful to God in view of the redemption and His providential goodness to 
them in fulfilling the promise to give them the Land. They made 4 cove-
nant renewing their loyalty to Yahweh, drawing up statutes and ordinances 
which were written in the book of the law of God (Joshua 24:26). What 
these statutes were we have no record, but from the instruction to 
Joshua to take care that he did all according to the law of Moses 
(Joshua 1:8) it becomes evident that from the death of Moses, Israel's 
life is to be directed by the covenant revelation Moses had mediated with• 
out addition or subtraction (Deut. 4:2). Public covenanting ceremonies 
will continue as the people of God commit themselves to doing the Lord's 
will in particular situations. 
Josiah led Judah in making a covenant "before the Lord" "to keep 
98Meredith Kline, following G. E. Mendenhall, has greatly elucidated 
many points in the Si nai tic revelation by comparison with the Suzerain 
treaties of the fourteenth-thirteenth centuries B. C. in the Middle 
East. In this way he has very forcefully brought out the message of the 
book of Deuteronomy in his brief co1Tu~entary entitled,~ Treaty£!.~ 
Grea t Kin1:z: ru Covenant: Structure 2f. Deuteronomy (Grand Rapids; Wm. B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1963). See outline pp. 48-49. He presents 
strong evidence on the basis of thi s similarity that the book sterns 
from Moses, p. 44, last paragraph (contra Rad, pp. 22-23). Cf. Kline's 
comment, pp. 29-30. Cf. similar remarks: John Bright, p. 134. G, E. 
Mendenhall, "Covenant," Interpreter 's Dictionary of~ 1ll,lli, edited 
by George Arthur Buttriclc, e t a l. (New Yo:ck: Abingdon Press, 1962), I, 
718. He suggests that the ble;;ing of Noses and Joshua's succession, 
ch. 33-34, is a last will and testament and its inauguration (pp. 39-41), 
which brings a parallel with Hob. 9:15-22. 
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his conmandments and his testimonies and his statutes, ••• to perform 
the words of the covenant that were written in the book" (2 Chron. 
34:31,32). In Nehemiah's day the princes, Levites, priests and all the 
people made a "firm covenant" and wrote it; they entered "into a curse 
and an oath to walk in God's law which was given by Moses the servant 
of God" (Neh. 9:38; 10128-39). They covenanted to keep all that God had 
CODlllanded, and specified laws which had been neglected that they would 
now observe. 
God did not confront His people in these cases in the personal vay 
he appeared to Abraham or audibly speak to Israel at Sinai. He con-
fronted them through His written testimony, the covenant revelation. 
The response of Israel in both these instances was of precisely the same 
nature as their response at Slnal, "all that the Lord hath spoken will 
ve do and be obedient." John Murray describes them: 
We cannot fall to note that what is in the forefront in these cases 
is not a contract or compact. Strictly speaking, it is not an 
agreement. Though persons entering into covenant agree to do cer-
tain things, the precise thought is not that of agreement by the 
people among themselves, nor a mutual agreement by the people and 
the Lord. We must distinguish between devising terms of the agree-
ment or striking an agreement, on the one hand, and the agreement 
of consent or commitment, on the other. What we find in these 
instances is solemn, promlsory comnitment to faith or troth on the 
part of the people concerned. They bind themselves in bond to be 
faithful to the Lord in accordance with His revealed will. The 
covenant ls solemn pledging of devotion to God, unreserved and 
unconditional commitment to His service. 99 
This ls the response to the continuing d~mand of the Divine Word: that 
the people of God should let lt speak to the situation of the day and 
do what lt conmands. 
99John Murray, The Covenant of Grace (Londona The Tyndal• Press, 
1954), p. ll. Roehr;;-p. 587, n.3.-
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The New Covenant and its Relation to the Old 
''The analysis of the covenant concept inevitably leads us to the 
living reality of the Old Testament religion because it deals wi~h the 
problem of man standing before· God.ulOO As the promise of the New 
Covenant testifies there was a need for something more. However, as 
the writer to Hebrews assures us, . the necessity does not arise from a 
fault in God's promise but nin t:..'iem,'' that is, in Israel (Heb. 8:8). 
God has one objective from the beginning: the kingdom of God, a willing 
people (Ps. 110:3). They are a people elect, called, chosen, justified, 
sanctified by the death and resurrection of Christ and the ministry of 
the Spirit. The Old Covenant projects ·the accomplishment of this into 
the New. 
The Old Covenant was 11 • and still is, a 'schoolmaster' to bring us 
to Christ (Gal. 3:24-25) •••• 
The New Covenant is designed to implement--to bring to fulfill• 
ment--the unfulfilled promises of the e-:trlier covenants. lOl 
The kingdom, purpose, revelation are thus one: and the later 
form of these things stands in relation to the former as the 
developed organism does to its embryo, or, to drop all illustra-
ti:v.e language, as fulfillm~nt does to promise.102 
Although during the period of their walk with the Lord the disci-
ples were .. slow of heart to believe all that the p.:-ophets had spoken" 
(Luke 24:25), the Holy Spirit taught them all things (John 14:26). In 
lOOquell, P• lll. 
lOlRoderick Campbell, I sr ael~~ Neu 9ovenant (Philadelphia: 
Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., 1954), p. 222. 
102E. F. Kevan, "The Covenants and the Interpretation of the Old 
Testament," Evangelica l Quart er! v, XXVI, 21. 
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the days after Pentecost they declare plainly their understanding that 
they are the continuation of the people of God who came into being when 
God called Abraham and tool, him from Ur to lead him into the possession 
of eternal life. They recognized that they were living in the days when 
the old chrysalis was being cast off and the life within was bursting 
forth in new and mo.:-e magnificent form. They sought to be true to tho 
old and yet give full scope for the development of the new. They were 
experiencing the events that still baffle interpreters. l'hey were acting 
Within the "frame work" that made them the people of God. This was both 
internal power and external expression involving both the individual and 
the Whole body. 
What they recognized as the "frame work" was not a static pattern, 
a rigid structure, or a binding set· of rules; but the extension of life 
to them from God thr ough the Covenant:. They were "the sons of the 
prophets and the covenant God gave to the fathers." They themselves 
were Jews to whom first: God had sent His servant whom He had raised from 
the dead to bless them by tux-ning them away from their wickedness, and 
then to ~he Gentiles to whom He "had given repe."ltance unto lifet1 (Acts 
· 3:25-26; 11:18). ChZ'ist was the son of Abraham, the son of David whom 
God had raised to sit on his throne and send forth the Spirit to bring 
salvation to the ends of the earth, and that He might command all men 
everywhere to .:-epent: because the day of judgment has been already set. 
God's covenant was not just a legal bond (Ezelc. 20:37) that ''wit-
nessed against them" (Deut. 31:26). It was the instrument of their 
union and communion with God. God Himself called it "covenant of life" 
(Mal. 2:5). Outside the covenant the Gentiles were "without hope and 
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without God" _(Eph. 2:12), but now that Christ had rGmoved what separated 
man from God--sin, as revealed in the law of commandments--both Jew and 
Gentile by faith in Him had become together "one new man,n fellow citi-
zens and householders of God, and were being built up together by the 
Spirit as a dwelling place of God (Eph. 2:13-22). "The covenanted com-
munity is the temple in which the Spirit dwells and works."103 
Conclusions: New Covenant Gommunity Life 
When the fulfillment had come in Christ, as the apostles and church 
at Jerusalem, Samaria, Syria and Antioch realized it had, their task was 
to recognize what was merely temporary in what they had received from 
the past and let it fall as the fading petals of the blossom fall be-
fore the developing fruit. To do this they met as a covenant body to 
seek the mind and will of the Lord. This was not a meeting of minds, 
but a careful examination of "the words of the prophets" in relation to 
the present situation. Their submission to one another in the Lord was 
manifest in that the sharp difference at the begil,ning was resolved by a 
u.. . a.,imous decision. "What seemed good . to the Holy Spirit" was recorded 
· and sent to the church for covenant action. T"ne decrees can be described 
only as the Spirit's word, not "devising terms of agreement," but "sol• 
emn pledging of devotion to His service.n104 The people of God must be 
l03campbell, p. 228. 
l04cf. n. 99, p. 90, supra and compare the reading of the book of 
the covenant (Ex. 24:7), the rehear sing of the corr.mandments before the 
act. of covenanting in the plains of Noab (sUI.IIllary, Deut. 30:11), and 
the preparation of a written covenant from the Law of Hoses by Joshua 
(chap. 24), and Nehemiah (9:38) and Josiah's use of the book of the 
covenant (2 Kings 23:23). 
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characterized by a clear-cut, open loyalty to Jesus Christ, as opposed 
to all that are no-gods and that which is of the world. Individual con .. 
duct must aim at glorifyin~ God, strengthening covenant brethren, and 
the salvation of all men. 
The church through union with Christ is c~aracterized by "the mind 
of Christ," active for the inter~sts of the brethren, and obedience to 
the Lord (Phil. 2:5-8). To Israel under the Old Covenant a..,d to the 
church under the New, "the ·will of the Lord" was not received by sub-
jective consideration, but by examination of the covenant revelation. 
"God spoke all these words. • • • 11 · "These are the words. II . . . "Hear 
• •• the statutes and the ordinances •••• 11 "All Scripture is inspired 
by God and profitable ••• for training in righteousness •••• nl05 
The covenant concept bears witness most emphatically to an objective 
Word of God diI'ecting the lives of His people, &"ld to His own immediate 
presence giving understanding and enabling response. The gift of the 
Holy Spirit does not liberate from the objective word of the covenants 
which God spoke. and caused to be written, . the Old and the New Testaments. 
He only enables man to receive and be shaped by it.106 Community action 
· in the church is not the result of "agreement:," in the common under-
standing of the word; it is achieved-by common submission to the revealed 
will of the Lord. 
The apostle Paul is constantly urging to maturity, stability, soli-
darity in life and witness to the grace of Christ. Although this 
l05Ex. 20:l; Deut. 1:1; 5:1,5; 2 Tim. 3:16. 
106r Cor. 2:11-14. 
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development must take place in the individual it is centered primarily 
in the corporate body of Christ, for the exhortation is directed to the 
whole, ofte.4 in the figures of temple, body~ vine. It is no more pos-
sible for the individual to receive the full benefits of the covenant 
promises or realize fully the covenant goal apart from the cov~nant body 
under the New Covenant than it was under the Old. This fact is clearly 
set forth in the New Testament at many places. 107 It demands that the 
church today s trengthen her inner life and he-c mission to the world by 
corporately applying the words of Scripture to herself as the Bride of 
Christ, and to the world in which she lives. Her loyalty as Bride and 
faithfulness as Witness will be demonstrated by the extent to which she 
does corporately seek the Lord and live in love to Him and to one another. 
107John 15; I Cor. 3:16,17; l2;"Eph. 4, espec. v. 13; Heb. 13:17; 
I Peter 2:5-6,9; etc. 
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